LUXURY
COLLECTION

Welcome...
Premier Luxury Collection was born out of the notion that our customers demand and
deserve the best; and the best is what we strive to deliver.
We are proud to offer you a distinctive collection of tour itineraries, rail journeys
and exquisite hotels and resorts. These properties are set in some of the world’s most
spectacular locations, all offering a standard of excellence that is second to none.
Not only have we chosen the world’s finest hotels, the Premier team are dedicated to
ensuring every need is met, every expectation exceeded and every dream made a reality.
The Premier Luxury Collection concept defines luxury travel.

For enquiries or to book: visit your local travel agent
call 08444 937 555 email luxurycollection@premierholidays.co.uk
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The world is yours to discover with Premier
From the moment you speak to one of our dedicated Travel Experts, you will begin to discover the level
of service you can expect from your Luxury Collection holiday. As part of Premier Holidays, Premier
Luxury Collection benefits from a team of staff possessing a wealth of experience in arranging holidays.
Each member of the team is well travelled, has first hand knowledge of the featured destinations and is
here to find the perfect holiday to suit your own individual requirements.
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The possibilities are endless...
Whether you choose a single centre beach holiday or prefer a
tailor-made itinerary encompassing city and beach; city, rail and
beach; or any magical combination that takes your fancy, our
specialists will guide you every step of the way.
Each of the award-winning properties featured throughout this
brochure has been handpicked by our specialists – you will
discover the finest selection of stunning beach resorts, secluded
island hideaways, intimate residences as well as buzzing cities,
luxury train journeys and tour itineraries.
The range of facilities and services available at each is so
extensive that it would be impossible to do them justice in a few
words. It goes without saying that first class facilities, a choice of
fine dining and speciality restaurants, magnificent swimming pools
and the most exquisite spas with a dazzling range of indulgent
treatments come as standard. Within this brochure we have
highlighted each of the resort’s unique features and it is the starting
point on a journey to a memorable holiday experience.
And remember that your choice is not limited to the hotels featured
within these pages; we can offer you an amazing range of

properties in each of the countries featured enabling us to design
multi-centre itineraries.
The lead-in prices shown in this brochure are just that – a guide to
the price range of the particular property and are based on two
people sharing a room. The nature of the hotels in this brochure is
that they may well be the inspiration for a more complex itinerary
or it may be that you wish to treat yourself to a more luxurious room
or wish to travel in a premium cabin on your flight.
It is impossible for us to cover every eventuality, but that’s why the
Premier Luxury Collection team are here. Our Travel Experts will
provide you with a tailor-made quote to include the hotels you
choose, in the room or suite of your choice, travelling with the
airline you prefer on the dates convenient for you.
All you have to do is call 08444 937 555 and we’ll do the rest.
Once you have chosen your hotel, the Premier Concierge service
means you can book your spa treatments, restaurant reservations,
golf and any other activities, before you leave the UK and really
make the weeks and months looking forward to your holiday part of
the experience.
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Travel in style...

Premier plus

We are proud to work with the world’s leading scheduled airlines
and can offer regional departures from airports around the UK.
Seat back televisions, reclining seats, a choice of meals and
drinks and excellent service come as standard, but there is, of
course, the option to upgrade. Fly in business or first class and
you will benefit from a more comfortable armchair-like seat,
most of which convert into a fully flat bed; an extensive menu
complemented with Champagne and fine wines and a priority
check-in. Alternatively, certain airlines offer a premium economy
cabin, which affords a wider, more comfortable seat with extra
leg room and is a cost-effective way of making your journey more
comfortable without breaking the bank.

We have established excellent working relationships with our business
partners and have been able to secure a range of fantastic offers.
These include free nights, complimentary room upgrades and spa
treatments, but space has prevented us showing every single offer.
More are often available. For honeymoons and silver, gold, ruby and
pearl wedding anniversaries, a range of enhancements are usually
available varying from wine and chocolates to meals, complimentary
room upgrades, spa treatments and room discounts; we will let you
know which you are eligible for at time of enquiry. What this means for
you is that you can be sure that the price you pay for your holiday will
represent superb value for money coupled with a quality of service and
product which is second to none.

Business and first class passengers have access to airport lounges
and some airlines also offer chauffeur drive transfers to and from
your UK airport (distance restrictions apply and supplements may
be charged for longer journeys).
If you are travelling in economy or premium economy, we are
delighted to offer complimentary access to an airport lounge at
many UK airports.
The majority of our holidays include private transfers to and from
your resort and when you arrive at your chosen destination you
will be personally met at the airport and taken straight to your
hotel by private car. You may also opt to upgrade to luxury
transfers with premium vehicles in certain locations.

Special occasions
Glorious sunshine, pristine white beaches, shimmering turquoise
waters and the most intimate ambience imaginable – what more
could you ask for when booking that special holiday? The very
concept of Premier Luxury Collection is led by our desire to make
your holiday extraordinary. Every single one of our featured hotels
and resorts is a honeymooner’s paradise and is equally perfect
for special anniversaries or celebrations. So, if you’re looking to
escape to a tropical paradise, give us a call and we’ll make it
happen.
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Cruise the world in style...
If you’ve always wanted to see the world, what could be better than the romance and glamour of sailing across vast oceans,
experiencing ever-changing scenery and anticipating the next port of call as it first appears on the horizon. A cruise is one of the best
ways to visit a variety of countries and unique cultures on one memorable holiday, without the need to pack and unpack.
Relax amidst blissful surroundings and discover the thrill of waking up somewhere new every day - be it an intriguing island, a
captivating city or a day on the open sea. We have partnerships with the world’s best cruise lines and offer a variety of cruise and
stay packages in our Faraway, America, Canada and Australia & New Zealand brochures. Each featured cruise includes time ashore
before and after your voyage giving you the best of both worlds. A few of our favourites are shown below.

Silversea
Highly personalised service on intimate luxury ships designed for those who delight in
indulging mind and body in the most lavish surroundings imaginable.

Cunard
The fleet of three magnificent ships provide a luxury experience with a sense of occasion,
heritage and relaxation.

Oceania Cruises
A spectacular array of diverse destinations and luxurious ships with cuisine renowned as
the finest at sea.

Azamara Club Cruises
Delightfully intimate ships take you to some of the most amazing destinations in the world,
including ports inaccessible to larger ships, plus you’ll have everything you need at your
fingertips, including a host of unmatched inclusive amenities.
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Bali

The Far East
Thailand

Borneo

Singapore

Thailand is a holiday destination, a cultural treat and a

Wherever you venture in the world there really is nowhere

Very much a twenty first century cosmopolitan city which

scenic delight all rolled into one. From the hill country in

like Borneo whose attractions include majestic Mount

combines the East with echoes of its colonial past.

the north to the azure blue seas of the southern beaches,

Kinabalu, lush green rainforests and beautiful palm-fringed

Modern skyscrapers sit alongside the oh so traditional

the country is a wonderful combination of ornate temples,

beaches. The island offers wildlife encounters with the

English Cricket Club whilst trishaws share the roads with

ancient pagodas, glorious beaches, stunning mountain

wild men of Borneo – the orang-utan, along with the

the biggest and best of Western motor engineering and

scenery, colourful tribes, bustling cities and buzzing nightlife.

opportunity to discover the ancient traditions of the Iban

Little India, Chinatown and Bugis Street offer a peek into a

tribes deep in the jungle.

different world.

Malaysia

Bali

Hong Kong

Peninsula Malaysia is a heady mix of thriving cities, long,

Part of the sprawling Indonesian archipelago, there is a

An experience of a lifetime! A big city with overwhelming

empty beaches, verdant jungle and flourishing rubber and

certain magic about this jewel which manifests itself in

bright lights and bustling urban areas, Hong Kong is huge

tea plantations. Its colonial past gives it the added twist of

charming, smiling peoples, who will welcome you with

on entertainment, heritage, retail therapy, and dining.

familiarity and the cultural mix gives Malaysia a charm all

open arms. Known for its stunning beaches and swaying

The skyscrapers of modern day Hong Kong sit cheek by

of its own. The huge variety offers countless experiences in

palms, inland Bali is home to fascinating culture and

jowl with old Chinese markets and sampans and junks

just one country and make Malaysia a joy to explore.

mesmerising landscapes of rice terraces and temples.

bobbing in the harbour.

Tailor-made holidays
We specialise in creating luxury holidays for the discerning traveller; we have handpicked a few of our favourite itineraries to tempt you.
Our specialists are on hand to help create a unique holiday to make your dream a reality.

Malaysia City & Beach

3 centre Thailand

Far East Cities & Luxury Train

10 nights from £1999 per person

12 nights from £2899 per person

10 nights from £3949 per person

3 nights Shangri-La, Kuala Lumpur

3 nights Shangri-La, Bangkok

3 nights Shangri-La, Bangkok

7 nights Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria, Borneo

3 nights Dhara Dhevi, Chiang Mai

3 nights Eastern & Oriental Express

6 nights Banyan Tree, Phuket

4 nights Shangri-La, Singapore

Price includes return international flights, onward internal

Price includes return international flights, onward internal

Price includes return international flights,

flights, 10 nights accommodation and hotel transfers

flights, 12 nights accommodation and hotel transfers

7 nights hotel accommodation, 3 nights in a Pullman
cabin and hotel transfers
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Shangri-La Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand
Lush gardens, river views and a signature spa put this Shangri-La in a league of its own. In the Silom district of Bangkok the hotel’s design
and structure mirror the warm friendliness so familiar to the Thai people and Bangkok is at your fingertips. Adjacent to the Saphan Taksin
Station of the Skytrain you will have an elevated view over the city whilst enjoying a resort-style experience alongside the Chao Praya River.

Premier plus:

Comprising eight hundred and two luxurious guest rooms

Indulge in expertly prepared traditional Thai cuisine or

in two adjacent towers the hotel is everything that you wish

sample some fine Asian dishes; the Shangri-La is the

it to be. Classic Thai themes are present throughout the

culinary capital of Bangkok when it comes to food.

•

Early booking free room upgrade on selected dates.

•

Free daily breakfast on selected dates when you stay

rooms with traditional silk and teak adding an element of

Never short of ideas or inspiration the chefs exceed your

a minimum of three nights.

sophistication. Whether you are in the Shangri-La Wing

expectations giving you a real taste for Bangkok.

Free buffet dinner for two on selected dates when you

overlooking the river or the exclusive Krungthep Wing

With a riverside swimming pool, tennis courts and the

with private pool, there is something rather special about

award-winning CHI spa, pure relaxation is never far away.

stay a minimum of three nights in a Krungthep deluxe

experiencing the sounds of Bangkok from the secluded

A diverse menu of treatments are available at the spa

balcony or Horizon Club room.

luxury of your guest room.

where Tibetan and Himalayan healing traditions await you.

•

Prices start from £89 per person per night in
a deluxe river view room.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £11 in a
Krungthep river view room ~ from £42 in a Krungthep
deluxe balcony room ~ from £42 in a Horizon Club room.

Ideally combined with your chosen Asian
beach resort.
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deluxe river view room

Eastern & Oriental Express
Travel through the heart of Asia in style onboard the luxurious Eastern & Oriental Express. Influenced by the effervescent style of the
1920s and 1930s the shining green and gold carriages accommodate their passengers in supreme comfort and hospitality.

Lavishly refurbished with wooden marquetry panelling and

Choose from Pullman cabins with picture window;

deluxe French furnishings the outstanding service onboard

larger State cabins, which feature lower berths;

THAILAND

does not go unnoticed making for an incredible experience. or Presidential cabins.
Enjoy the personal attention of a cabin steward as you

The featured three night journey departs from Bangkok

indulge in the understated luxury of your cabin complete

and travels to the River Kwai, where a choice of tours are

with private bathroom and picture windows.

available. The journey continues into Malaysia and reaches

Fine cuisine is served up for your delectation in a choice of

Kuala Kangsar for the chance to visit a traditional village or

two exquisite restaurants. Watch the sun set as you indulge

embark on a hill trek. Finally, the train crosses the Straits of

in a cocktail or two in the elegantly appointed bar car or

Johor and arrives into Singapore.

River
Kwai

Bangkok

MYANMAR

CAMBODIA

VIETNAM

simply revel in the breathtaking views from the open deck of
the observation car. Relax as the scenery unfolds before you

MALAYSIA

from the comfort of your private cabin.

Kuala Kangsar

INDONESIA

SINGAPORE

Prices start from £2149 per person for three
nights in a Pullman cabin with full board, drinks
(house wine, beer & spirits) and sightseeing.
Cabin upgrade per person: from £945 in a
State cabin ~ from £2449 in a Presidential cabin.
Ideally combined with a stay in Bangkok or
Singapore.
Presidential cabin
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The Dhara Dhevi, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Nestled across sixty acres of beautifully landscaped tropical grounds in Thailand’s Rose of the North - Chiang Mai, the exquisite The
Dhara Dhevi enjoys a picturesque, secluded setting yet is only a mere ten minutes from the city centre. Traditional Lanna-style two storey
villas and delightful colonial mansions house luxurious accommodation, fine restaurants and superb recreational facilities.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

One hundred and twenty three luxurious hideaways are

For a truly inspirational health and well-being experience

spread throughout the resort, each lovingly built offering an

visit the palatial Dheva Spa and Wellness Centre where

amazing experience. All of the suites, which reside within

eleven treatment rooms and selection of aqua therapy

colonial-style two storey buildings, feature charming decor,

areas await you. Alternatively, perhaps join one of the

a bedroom and separately adjoining living room as well

daily cookery lessons at the culinary academy or an arts

as a large private balcony or veranda. The luxurious villas

and crafts demonstration at the Art and Craft Village.

have been uniquely converted from authentic Northern Thai As night falls the Horn Bar or The Rice Terrace are the
rice houses to offer ample living space on the ground floor

perfect spots for pre and post-dinner drinks while you

and resting space upstairs.

savour fine French cuisine at Farang Ses, regional Chinese
dishes at Fujian or authentic Thai dining at Le Grand Lanna
or Northern Italian at Allegro.

Prices start from £229 per person per night
in a colonial suite including breakfast.
Room upgrade per person per night:
from £41 in a deluxe colonial suite
~ from £82 in a deluxe villa
~ from £275 in a grand deluxe villa with plunge pool
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Grand deluxe villa with plunge pool

Colonial suite

Melati Beach Resort & Spa, Koh Samui, Thailand
This stunning beachfront resort is set on Koh Samui’s northern coast and provides a secluded retreat within which to completely immerse
yourself in relaxation and luxury. Whether you are here for a romantic getaway, a special celebration or on holiday with friends or
family, Melati Beach Resort and Spa has all you need and more.
The resort’s tropical landscape combines with traditional

body and soul at Melati Spa, where an extensive array of

southern Thai architecture, elements of feng shui and

treatments await you, and for younger guests there is even

modern Thai chic to provide a perfect pampering

a children’s spa room. A shuttle bus is on hand to whisk you

environment. Select your own haven from seventy seven

to nearby Chaweng Beach should you wish to discover

contemporary guest rooms, suites or private pool villas,

more of Koh Samui’s charms. However, if you prefer to

each boasting a beautiful design, stylish amenities, lavish

stay cocooned within the resort, there are two restaurants

bathrooms and ample space to unwind. For the ultimate

and two bars to tempt you. Kan Sak Thong Restaurant

indulgence opt to stay in one of the spacious villas with

specialises in the finest authentic Thai and fusion cuisine

private pools.

while the beachfront View Restaurant serves Mediterranean

Sink your toes into the glorious white sands, sip a cooling

and international fare as well as locally caught seafood.

drink beside one of the swimming pools or soothe mind,

Premier plus:
•

Stay five nights and receive two extra nights free on
selected dates.

•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

•

One free set dinner, excluding beverages, on selected
dates when you stay at least 14 nights.

•

Honeymoon couples receive a free dinner when staying
at least 10 nights.

Prices start from £1365 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a grand
deluxe room, international flights and private
transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £37 in a
private garden pool room ~ from £61 in a one bedroom
pool villa ~ from £91 in a pool villa suite ~ from £143 in
a family pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £359
~ business class from £1799 ~ first class from £4499
grand deluxe room

pool villa suite
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Banyan pool villa

Banyan Tree, Phuket, Thailand

Nestled in the enclave of Laguna Phuket, a stunning area of outstanding natural beauty, you will find this sanctuary of tropical repose.
With seemingly endless beaches of glistening white sand, abundant coconut groves and shimmering turquoise water, Banyan Tree
Phuket is a haven dedicated to luxury and indulgence.

Premier plus:

Revel in the serene setting of your villa with its luxurious

Whether you prefer cocktails by the pool, a romantic

Thai décor and feel at one with nature in your private

midnight feast for two or the ‘Intimate Moments’ in-

landscaped garden. Relax in the open air jet-pool of a

villa romantic set up - at this epitome of luxury living,

selected dates.

Banyan pool villa; or take a refreshing dip into the privacy

anything can be arranged. For the ultimate in pampering

•

Early booking villa discount on selected dates.

of a Signature pool villa. The Signature lagoon pool villas

indulge yourself at the award-winning Banyan Tree Spa

•

Receive in-villa breakfast, daily afternoon tea and one

have a garden pathway which leads to a spacious outdoor

and experience its own signature blend of romance,

deck terrace overlooking the tranquil lagoon. A private

rejuvenation and exotic sensuality. Endless recreational

in-villa BBQ dinner for two when staying at least three

pool, lavish living areas, spacious bathroom, his-and-hers

facilities are available within Laguna Phuket complex

nights in a Grand Lagoon Pool Villa on selected dates.

dressing areas and a plush king sized bed complete

including an 18 hole championship golf course.

the experience. Signature two bedroom pool villas are

Dine in style and enjoy the exotic Asian and international

beautifully appointed with lavish living spaces and elegant

cuisine prepared by master chefs in fabulous surroundings.

•

•

Stay five nights and receive one extra night free on

Honeymoon couples receive discount on Banyan Tree
Spa massages.

bedrooms amid vibrant gardens and a private pool.

Prices start from £1875 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a
Banyan Pool Villa, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £21 in a
Signature pool villa ~ from £65 in a grand lagoon pool
villa ~ from £144 in a Signature two bedroom pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £489
~ business class from £1599 ~ first class from £4399
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Banyan pool villa

infinity pool

Amatara Wellness Resort, Phuket, Thailand
Setting a new benchmark for tropical elegance, the stylish Amatara is the first and only luxury destination resort spa in Phuket.
Tucked away on the southeastern tip of the island at majestic Cape Panwa, this sensational sanctuary ticks all the boxes if you wish to
thoroughly rest and recharge.
Dramatically positioned above a secluded bay of white
sands and the Andaman’s turquoise seas, Amatara’s clean
lines and elegant Thai design blends superbly with the
natural beauty of the area. Whether you seek a wellness
experience or a relaxing holiday, you will find everything
you need right here.
Each spacious guest suite features a stunning bedroom,
adjoining living room and sea view balcony, while each
villa also has its own pool, guaranteeing luxury and
privacy close to the picture-postcard beach. All guests
receive butler service and complimentary non-alcoholic
mini bar, while pool villa guests also receive daily
afternoon tea at The Library and evening cocktail hour at
the romantic Sun & Moon roof terrace.

The sparkling infinity pool sits amidst lush flower-filled
gardens overlooking the sea, while at the beach
there are complimentary kayaks and paddleboards.
Unsurprisingly, the award-winning spa is the resort’s focal
point, providing the opportunity to indulge in holistic
treatments and therapies along with professional instruction
in yoga, Pilates and personal fitness.
The three signature restaurants ensure dining is a true
delight with an extensive variety of traditional Thai and
international specialities along with healthy wellness
cuisine which is sure to tempt every diner. In addition, the
bars present a fine selection of beverages including a
delectable menu of wines, cocktails and liqueurs.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

Prices start from £1189 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a bay view
suite, international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £9 in
an ocean pavilion ~ from £23 in a sea view suite ~
from £59 in a pool pavilion ~ from £93 in a bay view
pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £489
~ business class from £1599 ~ first class from £4399

bay view suite
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Caption

Rayavadee, Krabi, Thailand
Majestically located on Phra Nang peninsula in the heart of one of Thailand’s most beautiful national parks, the Rayavadee is situated in
stunning natural surroundings, blessed with pristine white sand, dramatic scenery and warm crystal clear waters blending harmoniously
with its exotic surroundings.

Premier plus:
•

•

Be touched by nature in your luxury two storey pavilion,

free form swimming pool or choose to snorkel, scuba

located in tropical gardens between two sublime beaches.

dive or sea canoe exploring the mesmerising surrounding

Choose from spacious deluxe circular pavilions with a

islands.

extra night free on selected dates.

selection of breathtaking views; contemporary terrace

As the sun sets, enjoy a cocktail to the sound of live music

Stay five nights in selected pavilions and receive two

pavilions that open onto an outdoor terrace with lounge

in the tropical ambience and then stroll down a moonlit

area; spa pavilions with an exotic private garden and

path to the beach to enjoy the romance of the resort’s

outdoor jacuzzi; or hydro pool pavilions with their own

classic Thai restaurant or choose the intimacy of the cosy

Stay seven nights in selected pavilions and receive

fresh water private plunge pools.

Raitalay Terrace by the pool or the elegant Raya Dining

three extra nights free on selected dates.

Self-indulge at the innovative tropical spa with a countless

with its marine life theme.

Stay three nights in selected pavilions and receive one

extra nights free on selected dates.
•

•

Stay ten nights in selected pavilions and receive four

array of rejuvenating treatments. Relax in the magnificent

extra nights free on selected dates.

Prices start from £2185 per person for
eight nights including breakfast in a deluxe
pavilion, international flights and private
transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £183 in a
terrace pavilion ~ from £197 in a spa pavilion ~
from £260 in a pool pavilion.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £1975 ~
first class from £4135.
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pool pavilion

deluxe pavilion

Zeavola, Phi Phi, Thailand
Residing on the pristine Laem Tong beach on Phi Phi Island’s northern tip, the all suite Zeavola is surrounded by the clear blue waters
of the Andaman Sea. Designed as a rustic Thai village, this enchanting getaway is a ‘no shoes’ step back to simplicity and nature,
amongst the finest comforts and amenities.
Each of the suites features extensive use of hand-hewn

Zeavola Spa is a welcoming retreat with a strong emphasis

teakwood, hand-painted murals, private gardens and

on nature where you’ll leave soothed and rejuvenated,

the space to rest and recharge. Village suites have

while Zeavola’s boutique style PADI dive centre opens the

generous outdoor living space and a uniquely designed

door to Thailand’s mesmerising and vibrant underwater

garden setting to enjoy the tranquillity and beauty of

worlds. Authentic Thai cuisine is served at Baxil while

the surroundings, while garden suites offer an extended

Tacada is a welcoming beachside restaurant and bar

outdoor living room and beachfront suites are set amongst

where light meals can be savoured by day and in the

lush vegetation directly on the pristine beach.

evening, the scene is uncomplicated barefoot luxury with a

The magnificent pool villa suites are clustered on the hill

romantic mood of candlelight under the star studded sky.

Premier plus:
•

Stay two nights and receive one extra night free on
selected dates.

•

Stay three nights and receive one extra night free on
selected dates.

•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

with breathtaking ocean views and offer more seclusion
and privacy along with a private pool.

Prices start from £1349 per person for
six nights including breakfast in a village
suite, international flights and combination of
private road transfers and shared boat.
Room upgrade per person per night:, from £14 in a
garden suite ~ from £86 in a beachfront suite ~ from £144
in a pool villa suite.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £489
~ business class from £1599 ~ first class from £4399

Village suite

pool villa suite
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deluxe lagoon pool view room

JW Marriott Khao Lak Resort & Spa, Thailand

Impeccably manicured grounds and an idyllic location beside a pristine white sandy beach set the stage for true relaxation at this
tropical paradise. The vast gardens of this luxurious property play host to Southeast Asia’s longest swimming pool, which meanders its
way around the resort and past guest accommodation, including a variety of pool access rooms.

Premier plus:
•
•

•

Decorated in cool neutral tones, all guest rooms feature

For those in need of rejuvenation or pampering Quan Spa

sophisticated personal touches, a host of luxury perks,

features eleven treatment rooms dotted around a pretty lotus

spacious seating and a balcony or terrace where you can

pond and offers soothing massages, body scrubs and an

Free room upgrade on selected dates when you stay

enjoy a lazy morning or afternoon. Deluxe lagoon pool

array of customised packages.

a minimum of seven nights.

access or family pool access rooms connect directly to the

Dining options include Japanese cuisine with a

pool while spa villas and executive suites take the luxury up

contemporary twist at Sakura; authentic Thai at Ta-Krai;

a notch.

Mediterranean delights at Olive or alternatively visit the

Leisure activities include kayaking, tennis, squash and

Waterfront Restaurant to feast on a mouthwatering all day

scuba diving while a fitness centre is also available along

a la carte menu.

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

Stay at least seven nights and receive 20% discount
on a la carte spa treatments.

with bicycle rentals should you wish to head out and
explore the surrounding area.

Prices start from £1045 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a
deluxe pool view room, international flights
and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £5 in a
premium lagoon pool view room ~ from £20 in a deluxe
lagoon pool access room ~ from £57 in a duplex suite ~
from £98 in an executive suite.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £489
~ business class from £1599 ~ first class from £4399.
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deluxe lagoon pool access room

Paradee, Koh Samet, Thailand
Renowned and treasured for its tranquillity and away from it all location on a delightful island off the eastern Gulf of Thailand,
Paradee, which means “the sixth heaven”, is a discerning traveller’s paradise. Five star facilities, secluded luxury and impeccable service
are complemented by two secluded palm-fringed beaches.
Each of the forty villas are completely individual and

Make the most of your unrivalled access to gorgeous

supremely comfortable, boasting a separate living area,

tropical beaches and enjoy a wide range of watersports

cathedral ceiling bedroom, an enclosed shower which

such as windsurfing, canoeing, sailing, snorkelling and

is open to the skies, a private patio and butler service to

diving or you may like to take an island tour or a deep-sea

answer your every whim. All are luxuriously appointed and

fishing trip. Alternatively, relax in the tranquil surroundings

stylishly furnished in natural materials including teak, rattan

of your villa terrace or at the Paradee Spa, which consists

and the rich hues of Thai silk. Choose from garden villas,

of four double treatment rooms, exquisitely decorated and

either with or without a private pool, or beachfront villas

devoted to the four elements: Earth, Wind, Fire and Water.

with a private pool.

Enjoy a cocktail as the sun sets and choose from the finest

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates when

•

Stay two nights in selected rooms and receive one extra
night free on selected dates.

•

Free private speedboat transfers when you stay a
minimum of seven nights.

selection of Thai and international cuisine, including fresh
seafood, in a relaxed but elegant setting.

Prices start from £1199 per person for
six nights including breakfast in a garden
villa, international flights and combination of
private road transfers and shared speedboat.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £42 in a
garden pool villa ~ from £129 in a beachfront pool villa
~ from £849 in a one bedroom suite villa.

Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £485
~ business class from £1394 ~ first class from £4068.
garden villa
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Cape Nidhra, Hua Hin, Thailand
Positioned on the white sands of Hua Hin, the Cape Nidhra, which is a member of the prestigious Small Luxury Hotels of the World,
is renowned for its excellent service, superb facilities and enviable location close to the town’s wonderful street markets, shops,
restaurants and bars.

Premier plus:
•

•

Each of the airy suites has its own private pool and is

As the sun sets head to the chic On the Rocks Bar,

designed around the concept of comfortable yet modern

Hua Hin’s coolest hangout, where you can sink into a

and elegant living. In the sky pool suites or larger deluxe

comfy sofa, sip a cocktail and admire the beautiful views

selected dates.

sky pool suites large glass doors open up onto the

before savouring the enticing cuisine prepared by expert

Stay seven nights and receive three extra nights free

spacious wooden deck and plunge pool for seamless

chefs at the Rocks Restaurant.

indoor/outdoor living; garden pool suites feature private

Alternatively, create extra special holiday memories under

pools and gardens; and moonlight pool suites offer

the stars with a romantic candlelit dinner on the beach - be

Stay ten nights and receive four extra nights free on

accommodation over two storeys with extra decks on the

it fresh seafood or traditional Thai cuisine.

selected dates.

second floor to enjoy the tropical sun.

Stay five nights and receive two extra nights free on

on selected dates.
•

Unwind at the beachside salt water swimming pool or visit
the Cape Spa, a tranquil and private oasis which offers
a wide variety of authentic traditional Thai massages and
soothing treatments.

Prices start from £1145 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a sky pool
suite, international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £14 in a
deluxe sky pool suite ~ from £14 in a garden pool suite
~ from £14 in a moonlight pool suite.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £485
~ business class from £1394 ~ first class from £4068.
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sky pool suite

Layana Resort & Spa, Koh Lanta, Thailand
Alfresco architecture and a contemporary design provide an open, cool and natural feel at this adult-only haven which enjoys a
spectacular beachfront setting on the west coast of Koh Lanta. Along with peace and tranquillity, a delicate combination of unique Thai
culture and modern luxury, you will discover warm hospitality from gracious staff with endearing smiles.
Guest rooms and suites feature natural decor and luxurious

The aptly named Linger Longer Spa is perfect for indulgent

furnishings with extensive use made of hardwoods, silks

pampering and to rediscover inner harmony through

and other indigenous materials. Garden pavilion rooms

an extensive range of treatments. Facing the beach

nestle within landscaped gardens and have commanding

Sundowners Bar is the place for cool drinks and evening

Premier plus:
•

Stay four nights in a garden pavilion and receive four
extra nights free on selected dates.

garden and mountain views from the balcony; beach suites cocktails while at Tides Restaurant choose from a cool
perch on the edge of the beach overlooking the sea while

interior venue or al fresco beachside setting to savour the

ocean deluxe suites are laid out over two storeys, with

mouthwatering international dishes, seafood specialities or

an open upstairs living area affording incredible vistas.

traditional Thai cuisine.

Discerning travellers are sure to be impressed by La Maison
two bedroom pool villa; it features a soaring timber roof,
floor-to-ceiling windows, a wrap-around balcony and large
private swimming pool.

Prices start from £1385 per person for
eight nights in a garden pavilion room
including breakfast, international flights and
combination of private road transfers and
shared boat.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £57 in a
beach suite or in an ocean deluxe suite ~
from £316 in La Maison two bedroom pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £1975 ~
first class from £4135.
Tides Restaurant

garden pavilion
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Shangri-La Hotel, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Unveiling a beautiful collection of luxurious rooms and suites this hotel epitomises Kuala Lumpur at its best. Classy and elegant the hotel
gently relaxes into its surroundings creating a little haven in the city.

Premier plus:
•

Stay two nights in an executive suite and receive one
extra night free on selected dates.

•

Stay a minimum of two nights in an executive room
and honeymoon and wedding anniversary couples
receive a complimentary upgrade to a premier room.

Offering an inviting ambience the six hundred and sixty

Understated luxury and vibrant quality is all that’s needed

two rooms and custom-designed suites await you with one

here with award winning restaurants and unique cuisine

purpose; total relaxation. Deluxe rooms offer comfort and

waiting to ignite your taste buds. Sample market-fresh

privacy, with a full array of amenities and city or garden

sashimi and fine Asian tastes before enjoying a relaxing

views; executive rooms are more spacious; the warmly

evening at the hotel or give yourself a head start to a busy

decorated premier rooms are the hotel’s largest non-suite

day with a refreshing beverage from the Poolside Terrace.

rooms with ample space to spread out and relax; the

Indulge in a therapeutic massage after a day spent

Horizon Club is a sanctuary of elegance reserved for those

exploring the city or plunge into the beautiful pool

who want to be recognised and completely pampered;

surrounded by the sounds and energy of Kuala Lumpur.

while executive suites seamlessly blend classic-contemporary
decor with a spectacular city view, a spacious bedroom
and separate living room.

Prices start from £69 per person per night in
a deluxe room.
Room upgrade per person per night:
from £5 in an executive room
~ from £8 in a premier room
~ from £28 in a Horizon executive room
~ from £63 in an executive suite.

Ideally combined with your chosen Asian
beach resort.
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Horizon Club executive room

The Majestic Spa

The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Originally built in 1932, this iconic colonial heritage landmark became one of the great hotels of Kuala Lumpur in its time.
Occupying a key location along the historical mile, this latest incarnation of The Majestic Hotel encompasses the original and fully
restored five-storey hotel and an all-new fifteen storey tower linked together by an enclosed walkway.
The forty seven suites of the Majestic Wing exude old

and English Afternoon Tea! The Smoke House embodies

world elegance and impart a sense of history.

the delicious decadence of the 1930s and features a

Despite the vintage charm, the suites also feature tastefully

bar, bespoke tailor, old-fashioned barber, cigar room, a

modern furnishings, so are a perfect mix of past and

screening room and a card room. If you prefer something

present. The Tower Wing’s two hundred and fifty three

more traditional, the elegant Tea Lounge provides the

guest rooms and suites complement the original building

perfect setting for English afternoon tea, albeit with a

in a modern art deco style. The difference is subtle yet

Malaysian twist. Contango is a luxuriously designed

distinct.

contemporary restaurant featuring an open kitchen

The Majestic Spa is located in a separate building

interactive dining concept while the Colonial Cafe offers

and features a relaxation area, swimming pool and

authentic classical cuisine from the colonial era.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates when
you book a minimum of 30 days prior to arrival.

treatment rooms where you can indulge in intriguingly
named experiences such as Queen Victoria’s Lavender

Prices start from £54 per person per night in
a Tower Wing deluxe room.
Room upgrade per person per night:
from £16 in Tower Wing junior suite
~ from £43 in a Tower Wing grand suite
~ from £33 in a Majestic Wing colonial suite.

Ideally combined with your chosen Asian
Majestic Wing, colonial suite

Orchid Conservatory

beach resort.
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Shangri-La’s Rasa Sayang Resort & Spa, Penang, Malaysia
Nestled beside the emerald waters of Batu Ferringhi Beach this luxury retreat proudly boasts traditional Malaysian style at its best.
Lying adjacent to the twinkling ocean amid an expanse of lush tropical gardens and under the canopy of towering rain trees the resort
provides travellers with a unique sense of space.
Step into your secluded room decorated in true

The signature spa, Chi, is the largest in Penang and boasts

Premier plus:

Minangkabau style and enjoy the rare opportunity to relax

an unbeatable secluded location with spa villas and a

•

in an environment where every detail has been honed to

health and wellness programme designed to inspire positive

perfection. The inviting warmth of the rooms exudes peace

lifestyle choices and put the balance back in your life.

and serenity with carved wooden features, vibrant fabrics

Enjoy al fresco dining at the Pinang Restaurant and

and traditional artwork.

Bar, where Happy Hour is announced with a gong!

Private verandas cast commanding views over the sea

The Spice Market Café is dedicated to Penang’s heritage

and beautiful gardens, while the interior is complete

as a centre of trade in spices and exotic herbs and the

with all modern amenities designed to leave you feeling

world-class Feringgi Grill introduces you to the delightful

intensely indulged.

tastes of Malaysia.

Early booking room discount on selected dates when
you book a minimum of 45 days prior to arrival.

•

Room discount on selected dates when you stay a
minimum of three nights.

Let the warm ocean waves lap at your feet as you saunter
along the sand and the cool breeze whisper past you as
you wave goodbye to the stresses of daily life.

Prices start from £1649 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a
Rasa Wing premier room, international flights
and private transfers.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £786
~ business class from £1999 ~ first class from £4842
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Rasa Wing premier room

one bedroom beach villa

The Datai Langkawi, Malaysia
Situated on the north western tip of the scenic island of Langkawi is the luxurious Datai Langkawi - a haven of peace and tranquillity and
arguably one of the finest resorts in Malaysia. Surrounded by ancient tropical rainforest and perched above a secluded cove, with its
own white sand beach, it is hard to imagine a more idyllic setting.
Feel at one with nature in your canopy deluxe room which

Restore the body, mind and soul with an exotic spa

offers mesmerising views over the rainforest canopy all the

treatment, combining the spirit and Malay traditions with the

way to the emerald green Andaman Sea.

mystique of the rainforest. Relax on the beach or take a dip

Scattered throughout the forest, the elegantly designed

in the pool and revel in the serene tropical setting.

villas rise on stilts and enchant with a rustic charm while

For the more active, take a nature walk and learn about the

canopy suites boast an airy balcony and spacious

area’s rich flora and fauna; enjoy excellent diving at nearby

bedroom. Luxurious beach villas are situated right on

islands or choose from a range of watersports.

the award winning beach of The Datai Bay and boast

Dining is a gourmet experience and the superb cuisine will

separate living and sleeping areas with a private

tantalise your tastebuds.

sundeck and pool. All beach villas offer butler service
and guests can enjoy complimentary spirits, beer, soft
drinks and snacks from the in-room resident’s bar, which is

Premier plus:
•

Stay three nights and receive one extra night free on
selected dates.

•

Stay five nights and receive two extra nights free on
selected dates.

•

Early booking room discount on selected dates when
you book a minimum of 30 days prior to arrival.

•

Free room upgrade on selected dates when you stay a
minimum of six nights.

replenished daily.

Prices start from £1795 per person for
seven nights in a canopy deluxe room
including breakfast, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £54
in a rainforest villa ~ from £186 in a canopy suite
~ from £349 in a one bedroom beach villa.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £2552
~ first class from £4785

one bedroom beach villa
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executive pool suite

The Andaman, Langkawi, Malaysia

This Luxury Collection Resort is cosily tucked away in an area of outstanding beauty between an ancient tropical rainforest and the
glistening turquoise waters of Datai Bay, recognised as the ninth best beach in the world by National Geographic. Perfect for nature lovers,
The Andaman’s unparalleled setting makes it a treasure trove of wildlife waiting to be discovered either independently or on a guided walk.

Premier plus:
•

•

Deluxe rainforest rooms house a step-out balcony with

Take full advantage of the magnificent locale with the

views of the lush tropical rainforest, while luxury pool

myriad of activities which will expose you to the beauty

access rooms allow guests to step right into the pools via

and wonder of the area through guided nature walks,

selected dates.

a pool deck, which is part of the room. Luxury sea view

watersports and biking. At the coral nursery, believed to

Stay five nights and receive two extra nights free on

rooms boast enchanting views of Datai Bay through a

be the first of its kind in Langkawi and Southeast Asia,

full length feature window and guests can enjoy a cold

participate in the unique and inspiring activity of growing

aperitif on their private balcony at sunset. Situated on

new coral; or visit the V Integrated Wellness to indulge in a

the ground floor, each executive pool suite has its own

variety of therapies and treatments for body and soul.

private plunge pool in an intimate private garden area that

Four alluring restaurants offer varied menus of local

partially overlooks the ocean.

specialities and international flavours in a relaxing

Stay four nights and receive one extra night free on

selected dates.
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

atmosphere.

Prices start from £1179 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a deluxe
rainforest room, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £49 in a
luxury pool access room ~ from £55 in a luxury sea view
room ~ from £165 in an executive pool suite.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £2552
~ first class from £4785
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luxury sea view room

Pangkor Laut Resort, Malaysia
Exclusively situated on a privately owned exotic island, surrounded by lush, unspoilt rainforest and coves of beautiful bays encircled by
an emerald sea, this secluded resort is entirely at one with nature and peace and tranquillity are the order of the day.

Enjoy complete privacy in the serene setting of your

Relax and enjoy the tranquil surroundings of the pristine

Malaysian-style villa. Nestled within lush gardens or

white sand; be pampered in the unique award-winning

perched just above the ebb and flow of the sea, they

Spa Village with its extensive range of signature treatments;

are elegantly designed and furnished to complement

or for the more adventurous, accompany the resident

the surroundings. Choose from garden villas which are

naturalist on his daily trek through the ancient rainforest.

scattered throughout the foot of the hillside and place you

Enjoy one of the world’s most beautiful sunsets on a cruise

within a few steps of nature’s abundance; hill villas which

around the island; or choose from a variety of restaurants

provide lovely views of the sea or the ancient rainforest;

including the fine dining restaurant, Fisherman’s Cove.

Premier plus:
•

Stay three nights in selected villas and receive a
welcome spa treatment on selected dates.

•

Early booking room discount on selected dates when
you stay a minimum of three nights.

signature sea villas standing elegantly on stilts over the sea
and linked by wooden walkways; or spa villas, similar to
the sea villas but with direct access to the Spa Village.

Prices start from £1399 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a garden
villa, international flights and combination of
private road transfers and shared boat.
Room upgrade per person per night:
from £11 in a hill villa ~ from £65 in a signature sea villa
~ from £99 in a spa villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £735
~ business class from £1475 ~ first class from £3183

sea villa

Spa Village
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Nelayan pool

Tanjong Jara Resort, Malaysia

Located on the east coast of Peninsula Malaysia, Tanjong Jara Resort is a sanctuary of luxury and well-being. Designed to reflect
the elegance and grandeur of 17th century Malay palaces, the resort is authentic in architecture and attitude, always warm and
welcoming and attended to by a people steeped in traditions as timeless as the land.

Premier plus:
•

•

Furnished in local timber and rich fabrics, each of the

methods to provide a very special wellness experience.

hundred rooms is a celebration of traditional luxury and

Dine in a choice of restaurants or indulge in a romantic

commands a view of either the South China Sea or the

dinner under the indigo sky. Embark on the seasonal diving

welcome spa treatment on selected dates.

gardens. First floor Bumbung rooms overlook the gardens

or snorkelling excursions to explore teeming coral reefs,

Early booking room discount on selected dates when

while Serambi rooms offer a personal veranda and both

learn the secrets of cooking local cuisine or discover the

can be upgraded to a sea view; Anjung rooms which are

natural charms of sleepy fishing villages at this tranquil

semi-detached cottages, offer sea views along with an

hideaway.

oversized outdoor bath within a private courtyard.

Whether you prefer a holiday that is lazy and languid,

Stay three nights in selected rooms and receive a

you stay a minimum of three nights.

The Spa Village is a beautiful complex of structures, gardens indulgent and regenerative or simply an escape from day
and ponds housing a therapy centre with relaxation or

to day pressures, Tanjong Jara Resort will exceed your

reinvigoration programmes based on traditional healing

expectations.

Prices start from £1239 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a
Bumbung room, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night:
from £5 in a Bumbung sea view room
~ from £28 in a Serambi sea view room
~ from £69 in an Anjung room.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £2499
~ first class from £4758
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Serambi sea view room

Ocean Wing premier room

Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort & Spa, Sabah, Borneo
This secluded resort is set on the three kilometre stretch of private Pantai Dalit Beach and surrounded by four hundred acres of lush

tropical vegetation. Enjoyment is assured with an eighteen-hole golf course and the resort’s sixty four acre Nature Reserve, sanctuary to
native Bornean animals.
The resort’s Ocean Wing offers the choicest hospitality

choice for a cool dip or pampering treatments await at

experience for discerning travellers who desire privacy and

The Spa. There are a myriad of options for those who

the finest in luxury living. All Ocean Wing rooms include a

prefer not to simply lounge and relax, including a variety

private balcony overlooking the sea with a daybed for two

of watersports, an eco-friendly golf course, excursions and

and oversized outdoor bath – making the largest premier

fascinating nature reserve activities including bird watching,

rooms in Sabah. Guests also receive an invitation to daily

a jungle walk and nocturnal animal viewing using night

Premier plus:
•

night free on selected dates.
•

Indulge in refined gourmet delights by day and night at

is replenished daily. There is also a choice of breakfast at

any of the restaurants. Enjoy authentic Italian cuisine at

the inclusive dining venue in Oceano or in-room dining, as

Oceano or, alternatively, Golfers’ Terrace is the perfect

well as personalised check-in upon arrival.

place to relax before and after a golf game; savour spicy

The secluded stretch of beach offers a private expanse

specialities from Naan - Flavours of India or classical

of soft white sand while the swimming pool is a favourite

Japanese Teppanyaki at Kozan.

Stay ten nights in selected rooms and receive two extra
nights free on selected dates.

evening pre-dinner drinks and canapes in the Ocean Wing vision goggles.
courtyard and can enjoy a complimentary mini bar which

Stay six nights in selected rooms and receive one extra

•

Stay a minimum of five nights in selected rooms and
honeymoon couples receive an upgrade to the next
room category.

Prices start from £1789 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in an
Ocean Wing premier room, international
flights and private transfers.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £1399
~ business class from £2467 ~ first class from £4699
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Gaya Island Resort, Borneo
Gaya Island Resort rests along the coast of Malohom Bay, a natural sanctuary, accessible only by boat, nestled in the hillside of an
ancient rainforest with a stunning outline of Mount Kinabalu on the horizon. Discover sheltered coral reefs, protected mangroves and,
above all, a beautiful beachfront escape in stunning surroundings that is distinctively Borneo.

Premier plus:
•

•

Bayu villas offer a peaceful hillside setting with leafy

balance to alleviate modern stresses. With its PURE activities,

views ranging from the rainforest canopy to the

this is a place for the curious to actively engage or peacefully

mangroves; canopy villas are set amongst a tropical

absorb all Borneo has to offer: be guided by a naturalist

you stay a minimum of three nights.

mangrove on a gently sloping hillside and offer a

as you hike on nature trails; take a calming breath during a

Stay three nights in selected villas and receive a

beautiful outlook; Kinabalu villas feature views stretching

yoga class beneath the canopy of trees; snorkel on the house

across the South China Sea and where the silhouette of

reef or embark on a dive excursion for an intimate perspective

Mount Kinabalu can be seen on a clear day; the luxurious

on marine life; spend the day fishing or revel in the rich

Early booking room discount on selected dates when

welcome spa treatment on selected dates.

Suria suite elegantly occupies two levels with glorious

heritage through guided cultural excursions.

vistas of the ocean and mountain.

Dining is a burst of freshness and flavour with regional

Seamlessly integrated within the mangroves is Spa Village,

cuisine and exquisite seafood setting the stage for guests to

offering a rich tapestry of spa programmes that reflect the

recount the day’s adventures with family and friends.

ancient art of healing practices of the region while restoring

Prices start from £1399 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a Bayu
villa, international flights and combination of
private road transfers and shared boat.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £11 in a
canopy villa ~ from £21 in a Kinabalu villa
~ from £199 in a Suria suite.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £1399
~ business class from £2467 ~ first class from £4699
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Kinabalu villa

The Laguna, A Luxury Collection Resort & Spa, Bali
Nestled on Bali’s most beautiful beach with infinite Indian Ocean views, the Laguna boasts contemporary Balinese accommodation
clustered around seven swimming lagoons and pools offering a tranquil haven of relaxed luxury.

All two hundred and eighty seven guest rooms, suites and

Pamper yourself at the state of the art Lagoon Spa, where

villas provide discerning travellers with the highest standards of the menu of wellness and beauty treatments will delight
service including matchless 24 hour on call butler service and

you, or unwind at the fitness centre uniquely carved under

complimentary WiFi. Spacious, modern and fully equipped, cascading waterfalls. Snorkel among the neighbouring
all benefit from a private balcony or provide direct lagoon

reefs, stroll the nearby shopping village or just relax on the

pool access.

soft sand beach with endless ocean views.

Deluxe garden view rooms overlook the radiant gardens

The Laguna delivers the widest range of dining options:

through a sliding door; deluxe studio rooms reflect the

choose from Pan-Asian and international cuisines, and

engaging culture of Bali; while the resort’s unique deluxe

a spectacular beachfront restaurant serving unparalleled

lagoon access or deluxe studio lagoon access rooms offer

premium coastal cuisine with fresh, live seafood, oyster and

the romantic option of stepping directly into the swimmable

sushi bars. Sample homemade treats and daily specialities

blue lagoon.

at the Deli.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

•

Free three course set dinner for two when staying a
minimum of ten nights, excludes drinks.

Prices start from £1225 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a deluxe
garden view room, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £7 in a
deluxe studio ~ from £17 in a deluxe lagoon access room
~ from £27 in a deluxe studio lagoon access room.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £749
~ business class from £1999 ~ first class from £4249.

deluxe lagoon access room
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Grand Hyatt Bali
Conceived as a water palace, with a cluster of four low-rise Balinese-style villages interlinked by lakes, landscaped gardens and five
lagoon or river pools leading to the beautiful beach, the Grand Hyatt Bali commands a spectacular beachfront location and is the
crown jewel of resorts in Nusa Dua.

Premier plus:
•
•

•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

The resort may be spread over 40 acres and offer an

Be truly pampered in one of the 24 stunning spa villas of

abundance of leisure facilities, however, there is an intimate the outstanding Kriya Spa, whose offerings are based on
atmosphere and the relaxing tranquillity of a secluded

the rituals of harmony, purity, energy and bliss, derived from

Free dinner for two with cultural show when you stay a

hideaway.

traditional Balinese healing philosophies. If you prefer to be

minimum of nine nights.

Guest rooms and suites are designed to offer a unique

active rather than spoiled you will discover a fitness centre,

Balinese ambience and feature teakwood and marble

tennis, squash, volleyball, watersports and there’s also a

from central Java, deluxe amenities and private balcony.

golf course close by.

Views are of the tropical gardens, serene lagoon or the

As the day draws to a close the romantic rooftop Salsa Bar

Indian Ocean’s white sandy beaches and when you stay

provides an oasis to unwind with a signature cocktail whilst

in a grand club deluxe room you will also enjoy a host of

drinking in the beautiful views of the Nusa Dua coastline.

privileges.

Dine underneath the stars at Pasar Senggol, enjoy

Free daily breakfast for two on selected dates.

Japanese cuisine at its best at Nampu or treat yourself to
Italian specialities at Salsa Verde.

Prices start from £1185 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a grand
room, international flights and private
transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £15 in an
ocean view room ~ from £28 in a grand club garden view
~ from £33 in a grand club deluxe garden view.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £749
~ business class from £1999 ~ first class from £4249
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ocean view room

Shangri-La Hotel, Singapore
Shangri-La Hotel, Singapore offers a prime location, tropical gardens and the legendary Shangri-La hospitality. Perfectly located just five
minutes away from the renowned Orchard Road shopping district and UNESCO World Heritage Site Singapore Botanic Gardens, you
have Singapore at your fingertips and accommodating luxury in your palms.
Entering through the private entrance exclusive to the

Singapore’s first CHI, The Spa at Shangri-La unveils unique

secluded Valley Wing, you are welcomed to a sanctuary

healing therapies that will indulge your body and mind.

where extravagance and attention to detail are key.

High tea is served at The Rose Veranda staying true to

One hundred and thirty one exquisitely furnished guest

Singapore’s cosmopolitan heritage, and the diverse city is

rooms and suites make up the wing including a private

just a few steps from the door. While classical Cantonese

driveway and lobby. Enjoy luxurious amenities and

cuisine can be enjoyed at the Shang Palace restaurant,

personalised service alongside complimentary champagne

a dazzling variety of international culinary options are

and cocktails, personal butler service for suite guests,

available from The Line’s 16 spectacular theatre kitchens.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

•

Stay two nights in selected rooms and receive one
extra night free on selected dates, compulsory breakfast
payable on free night.

complimentary WiFi throughout the hotel and the finest of
standards. Shangri-La’s Garden Wing is the newest urban
retreat in Singapore with each suite featuring an iconic
bougainvillea-laden balcony and nature-inspired furnishings.

Prices start from £169 per person per night
including breakfast in a Valley Wing deluxe
room. Ideally combined with your chosen
Far East beach resort.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £74 in
a Garden Wing one bedroom suite ~ from £144 in a
Valley Wing one bedroom suite.

Valley Wing deluxe room
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Raffles, Singapore
Named after Sir Stamford Raffles, founder of Singapore, Raffles has always been a haunt of adventurers, movie stars, authors and journalists.
Raffles Singapore is an iconic landmark and no visit to Singapore is complete without a visit to the Grand Dame. As many people travelled the
world, Raffles Singapore became one of the rites of passage for world travellers and “see you at Raffles” soon became a signature parting shot.

Premier plus:
•

•

Raffles Singapore is currently undergoing a full restoration

Grand hotel suites, located in the main building, are

which is designed to retain the ambience, service, charm

distinguished by their spaciousness, elegant design and

and heritage while staying relevant and distinctive by

quality of the antiques and artwork displayed.

you stay a minimum of two nights.

moving with the times. On re-opening in Autumn 2018

Enjoy a world-renowned Singapore Sling at the Long Bar,

Early booking free nights on selected dates when you

guests will see exquisite new suite categories, vibrant

a traditional afternoon tea in the lobby lounge or fine

Early booking room discount on selected dates when

stay three nights receive one extra night free.
•

lifestyle experiences and refreshed dining and bar concepts. cuisine complemented by a selection of world-class wines
Spread over four wings surrounded by luscious gardens,

at one of the distinctive restaurants. And after a day of

Early booking free afternoon tea for two on selected

each colonial style suite boasts a large airy interior and

sampling the sights of Singapore, indulge in a pampering

dates when you stay a minimum of three nights.

fine Oriental carpets. Palm Court suites have elegant

treatment at the new Raffles spa which will be an holistic

period furnishings whilst Personality suites have been

sanctuary designed to refresh the body, mind and soul.

named after personalities who were associated with the
hotel in its early heyday and are distinguished by the
special memorabilia displayed within each one.

Prices start from £349 per person per night
including breakfast in a courtyard suite.
Ideally combined with your chosen Far East
beach resort.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £40 in a
Palm Court suite ~ from £65 in a Personality suite
~ from £1489 in a grand hotel suite.
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Palm Court suite

The Peninsula, Hong Kong
Hong Kong’s oldest hotel, The Peninsula Hong Kong sets exemplary standards for luxury across the city and worldwide.
With spectacular views of Victoria Harbour, the outstanding skyline and embodying elegant luxury, the hotel is the perfect base from
which to enjoy this diverse city.
Accenting simplicity and elegance, The Peninsula’s guest

Dine on modern Japanese, authentic Cantonese, fine French

rooms and suites meld distinctive design touches and

and even Swiss cuisine at the diverse range of restaurants

craftsmanship for the ultimate in guest personalisation and

competing for your culinary approval. Return to the intimate

bespoke luxury comforts.

comfort of your room or suite to enjoy relaxing in complete

Take in the commanding views of the stunning Kowloon

privacy to reflect on your day.

skyline from a grand deluxe room or escape and unwind at

Take a unique journey to the heaven on earth that is

the end of the day in the personal oasis of a spacious suite.

The Peninsula Spa, an environment of sheer aesthetic and

Enjoy The Peninsula’s iconic afternoon tea at The Lobby

experiential bliss that is sure to leave you feeling revitalised

in total grandeur or relax in the glamorous Salon de Ning

and at peace.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

•

Free daily breakfast on selected dates when you stay a
minimum of two nights.

lounge where a unique programme of exciting
entertainment acts are on offer.

Prices start from £199 per person per night
in a deluxe room. Ideally combined with your
chosen Far East beach resort.
Room upgrade per person per night:
from £9 in a deluxe courtyard room
~ from £22 in a grand deluxe Kowloon view room
~ from £99 in a grand deluxe harbour view room.

deluxe room
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Angkor Wat Temple, Siem Reap,

Indochina

Vietnam

Cambodia

This once turbulent land is steeped in history and culture making it one of Asia’s most

Cambodia is a mesmerising land of ancient treasures and exotic intrigue; of smiling

compelling destinations. Its wonderful diversity and exceptional beauty are key to the

faces and saffron-robed monks; of floating villages and colourful markets; of beautiful

appeal, be it the verdant landscapes of green paddy fields and soaring limestone peaks;

landscapes and lively cities.

attractive coastal resorts and tranquil rivers; fascinating hill tribe villages and vibrant cities;
or the fragrant food and colourful local traditions.

Brimming with legendary temples, iconic UNESCO World Heritage sites, historical gems
and glorious beaches, much of Cambodia remains refreshingly untouched by tourism

Along with some of the world’s most beautiful scenery and cities that ooze historic charm

and is sure to leave an indelible impression. From the captivating capital of Phnom Penh

Vietnam offers nine UNESCO World Heritage sites and a coastline of pristine beaches

where evidence of French colonialism can be seen, to the incredible temple complex of

which, as you might expect from a developing country, are still unspoiled by mass tourism -

Angkor and the stunning Song Saa Private Island, Cambodia is authentic Asia!

visit before everyone else does!

Sample it all or taste just a little; whatever you choose we can design the best experience

A genuine welcome awaits you and you cannot fail to fall under its spell.

for you...

Tailor-made holidays
Premier Holidays specialise in creating luxury holidays for the discerning traveller. We have handpicked a few of our favourite itineraries
to tempt you and our specialists are on hand to help create your unique holiday to make your dream a reality.

Saigon & Danang

Cambodian Discovery

Hanoi & Hoi An

10 nights from £2485 per person

10 nights from £2749 per person

12 nights from £2845 per person

3 nights Park Hyatt, Saigon, Vietnam

3 nights Park Hyatt, Siem Reap, Cambodia

3 nights Sofitel Legend Metropole, Hanoi, Vietnam

7 nights Fusion Maia Danang, Vietnam

4 nights Song Saa Private Island, Cambodia

9 nights Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai, Hoi An, Vietnam

Price includes return international flights, 10 nights

3 nights La Rose Suites, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Price includes return international flights, 12 nights

accommodation with breakfast, two spa treatments per

Price includes return international flights, 10 nights

accommodation with breakfast, internal flights and

person per day in Danang and hotel transfers

accommodation with breakfast, internal flights and

hotel transfers

hotel transfers
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Luxury Vietnam Experience
Traditions and culture mix with a French colonial past and the smiling faces of a people
who welcome visitors with open arms. Vietnam reveals a myriad of treasures and some of
the best-kept secrets in Asia. Magical traditions set against a vivid background of World
Heritage Sites and magnificent scenery are the perfect complement to the stunning white

Day 1:

Fly to Hanoi.

Day 2:

Transfer to your hotel and in the afternoon enjoy a guided city tour.

Days 3-4: At leisure to independently explore this fascinating city. Optional cooking
classes and vespa tours are available (additional expense).

sandy beaches that peacefully await admiration.
We have incorporated a few of our favourite spots into a multi-centre holiday, but the
possibilities are endless....

Hanoi

Halong Bay

LAOS
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THAILAND

CAMBODIA

South China Sea
Hue
Danang
Hoi An

VIETNAM
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Depart for Halong Bay for a cruise of this World Heritage listed area.

Day 6:

The ship visits Cong Do Island and Vung Vieng Village.

Day 7:

Disembark, drive to Hanoi and fly to Hue, the former Imperial capital.

Day 8:

At leisure before an afternoon city tour which includes Hue Citadel.

13 night suggested itinerary:

Day 9:

Travel by road to Hoi An. On arrival enjoy a guided walking tour.

3 nights Hanoi

Day 11:

At leisure in this ancient trading town. Optional excursions and cooking
classes are available (additional expense).

2 nights Halong Bay
2 nights Hue

Day 12:

cooking classes, as well as visits to the Mekong Delta and Cu Chi Tunnels
(additional expense).
Day 15:

3 nights Ho Chi Minh City

Fly from Danang to Ho Chi Minh City where the rest of the day is at leisure.

Days 13-14: At leisure. A variety of optional excursions are available including city tours,

3 nights Hoi An

Ho Chi Minh City
Gulf of Thailand

Day 5:

Return to the UK or, consider adding a Vietnam beach stay (see pages 42-43).

Prices start from £3289 per person.

Sofitel Legend Metropole, Hanoi

Paradise Prestige Cruise

This legendary property is perfectly located for Hanoi’s fascinating Old Quarter while also

Discover the beauty and magic of Halong Bay during a fascinating three day cruise of this

within easy reach of Hanoi Opera House and nearby Hoan Kiem Lake.

UNESCO World Heritage Site with a second-to-none onboard experience. Inspired by

Behind its classical white facade, green shutters and wrought iron details are three
hundred and sixty four rooms and suites. Choose from Opera Wing rooms which
showcase lofty bright interiors with timber floors, or classic rooms in the original Metropole
Wing, offering a richly cultured interior decor that is distinctive of 1920s France.
Away from the hustle and bustle of the city, guests will relish the chance to relax by the
swimming pool or within the spa, a calm sanctuary of refined style where rituals combine
east and west with the highest quality ingredients.
Feast on excellent French cuisine at Le Beaulieu or Vietnamese specialities at the Spice
Garden restaurant and Italian offering at Angelina. Sip sumptuous cocktails in the casual
elegance of the Bamboo Bar with drinks named for famous guests; revel in grands crus at
Le Club and experience the Parisian sidewalk cafe style of La Terrasse.

Anantara Hoi An Resort

traditional Vietnamese wooden junks and featuring a classic design, the Paradise Prestige
is big on tiny details. From the intimate dining room to the sundeck filled with comfortable
sunbeds and lounge areas for the best bay views, this ship is exceptional.
Deluxe cabins provide a home-away-from-home with a high quality bed for a good night’s
sleep and amenities that include complimentary mineral water. Deluxe balcony cabins
have the added feature of a balcony with uninterrupted views of spectacular Halong Bay,
while spacious Paradise or terrace suites are the ultimate choice.
The voyage allows for sightseeing in secluded areas of Halong Bay while onboard
activities include sunrise Tai Chi sessions, Vietnamese cooking classes, the excitement
of squid fishing with the locals and a daily fifty minute treatment in the spa is included.
Whether it’s breakfast, lunch or dinner, all meals are included and feature fresh, quality
ingredients passionately prepared and cooked to perfection.

Park Hyatt Saigon

At this charming boutique retreat experience an idyllic blend of riverside relaxation and

Discover urban luxury with a combination of sophisticated design, handcrafted details and

Anantara luxury, a UNESCO World Heritage Site on your doorstep, and beautiful beach

modern-day amenities at this elegant, French colonial-style hotel, which enjoys a prime

life just a short bicycle or boat ride away.

location on Lam Son Square overlooking Saigon Opera House.

Ninety four rooms and suites are housed in two and three storey French colonial style

Two hundred and forty five elegant hotel rooms and suites combine traditional comfort with

buildings, with tranquil garden and river views. Designed with a fusion of graceful

the latest technology, including in-room mini iPads, Nespresso coffee machines and sensor

European and tropical Asian styles, a host of modern comforts provides a luxurious home

lighting systems. For those who welcome additional space, the suites feature a separate

away from home. Options include deluxe balcony rooms, spacious deluxe garden or river

living room, as well as a curated collection of oil paintings and antiques.

view suites along with the refined Anantara garden or river view suites.

Situated within walking distance of the city’s most popular attractions, mornings can be

The resort serves as an excellent base from where the region’s culture and history can be

spent exploring before retreating back to this oasis for an afternoon of unwinding under the

experienced. Should you seek to spend your day indulging in absolute relaxation, the

tropical sun beside the pool. Additional leisure facilities include a newly upgraded fitness

swimming pool has ample shady spots, while Anantara Spa is the place to succumb to

centre and exquisite Xuan Spa featuring four private single treatment rooms.

some blissful expert pampering.

The hotel’s signature restaurant, Square One, features authentic Vietnamese and western

Start your day with a delicious breakfast buffet with a wonderful river view in Lanterns

cuisine, while Opera offers traditional Italian dishes prepared in a large open kitchen and

Restaurant, perhaps dine on your creations after a cooking class at Spice Spoons, and

served in a cosy trattoria setting. You can listen to live performances every evening at the

savour a multitude of culinary delights at the Hoi An Riverside Restaurant.

Park Lounge which also offers a French-inspired afternoon tea buffet on Saturdays.
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one bedroom pool villa

Fusion Maia, Da Nang, Vietnam
Set on one of the world’s most beautiful beaches, My Khe Beach, Fusion Maia is a unique all-pool villa resort with an intimate boutique
feel and all spa-inclusive concept that ensures guests feel relaxed like never before.

Premier plus:

With simple design, down-to-earth five star service from

The day begins with a gourmet breakfast, served any

‘Fusionistas’ - whose mantra is no question is too minor, no

time any place - on the beach, by the pool, in one of the

request is too complicated - and the harmonious blend of

restaurants or even at the trendy Fusion Cafe in Hoi An, just

selected dates.

healthy natural living and cossetting luxuries. Fusion Maia

25 minutes away. The spa experience is totally redefined

Stay six nights and receive one extra night free on

is perfect for those looking to escape amidst spectacular

with guests guaranteed two complimentary treatments per

surroundings and a chic atmosphere.

person per day, including a selection of massages and

One bedroom pool villas are modern, mesmerising retreats

body treatments. The extensive spa facilities include twenty

Early booking room discounts on selected dates.

which feature an exquisite private pool, an intimate

two treatment rooms, steam rooms and saunas, an indoor

•

Guaranteed two spa treatments per person per day

courtyard garden and a spacious open-plan bedroom,

wellness studio, outdoor yoga deck and pool.

•

Gourmet breakfast served any time any place,

living room and bathroom. Two bedroom spa villas are the

As each day draws to a close the Tonic Lounge Bar entices

sanctuary needed for a serene stay with family or friends;

you with favourite classics before you choose where to

including Fusion Cafe in Hoi An.

while the three bedroom beach villas have stunning views

dine. Perhaps Fiving Dining Room will appeal with its fusion

Complimentary shuttle to Fusion Cafe in Hoi An.

from the large private pool looking onto the ocean.

menus; or Fresh to enjoy a seafood platter.

•

•

Stay five nights and receive two extra nights free on

selected dates.
•

•

Prices start from £2199 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a pool villa,
international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from nil in a two
bedroom spa villa (based on 4 adults sharing) ~ from nil
in a three bedroom grand beach villa (based on 6 adults
sharing).
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £599
~ business class from £1999 ~ first class from £4449
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one bedroom villa

Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai, Hoi An, Vietnam
The stunning location on a kilometre-stretch of Ha My Beach is so perfect it’s almost as though it was painted, as unobstructed views of the
sea surround the resort amid lush landscapes edged with pristine white sands. Add a Cooking Academy, earth-attuned spa and proximity
to three UNESCO World Heritage Sites and this all-villa haven transforms into a mesmerising gateway to Vietnam’s cultural heartland.

Premier plus:

Just thirty minutes drive south of Danang International

The UNESCO must-sees of Hoi An, the Imperial City of Hue

Airport, Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai’s thirty five

and the ancient temple sanctuary of My Son are all within

acres of beachfront gardens are dotted with one hundred

easy reach, while amazing on-site facilities bring the best

sleek villas designed in harmony with ancient architectural

of Vietnam to your fingertips. Create authentic Vietnamese

principles.

dishes in the Cooking Academy; experience the powerful

Each bedroom centres on an elevated platform with

healing combination of local herbs and crystal singing

king-sized bed while the lavish bathroom opens out onto

bowls in The Heart of The Earth Spa; and soak up the

a private tropical garden with outdoor rain shower. One

endless East Sea views from a day bed at The Beach Bar.

•

Early booking room discounts on selected dates.

to five bedroom pool villas feature a private courtyard

Four exquisite restaurants and bars, three swimming pools,

•

One dinner and a sixty minute Vietnamese massage

entrance leading to a swimming pool within landscaped

exciting watersports, a health club, bicycles, tennis courts, a

gardens, living and dining pavilion, and professional butlers great children’s club and easy access to two championship
for unsurpassed hospitality.

golf courses further enhance this exceptional property’s

•

Stay two nights and receive one extra night free on
selected dates.

•

Stay three nights and receive one extra night free on
selected dates.

for two when you stay at least six nights on selected
dates.

super-luxe appeal.

Prices start from £1999 per person for
six nights including breakfast in a one bedroom
villa, international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £89 in
a one bedroom beachfront villa ~ from £169 in a one
bedroom pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £599
~ business class from £1999 ~ first class from £4449

one bedroom pool villa
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Banteay Srei temple, Angkor Wat
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Luxury Colonial Cambodia
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The magnificent legacy of the Khmer Empire is the highlight of any visit to Cambodia, most

Day 1:

Fly to Siem Reap.

Day 2:

On arrival you will be met and transferred to your hotel.

Day 3:

Explore the remarkable temples of Angkor Wat.

striking colonial architecture and the very basic Bamboo ‘Train’, set up by the locals to

Day 4:

Visit 10th century Banteay Srei temple. Later, watch the sunset at Angkor Wat.

transport themselves and their goods. Phnom Penh is a captivating capital where broad

Day 5:

Travel to a nearby village for a glimpse of local life on Tonle Sap lake.

Day 6:

Drive to Battambang and visit some of the surrounding cultural villages.

Day 7:

Ride the Bamboo ‘Train’, visit a local NGO and then Phnom Sampov.

Day 8:

Drive to Oudong Mountain en route to Phnom Penh. On arrival visit La Rose Spa.

Day 9:

City tour and later visit Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum and notorious Khmer

notably the UNESCO World Heritage listed temple complex of Angkor and its visually
entrancing centrepiece, Angkor Wat.
Situated between Siem Reap and Phnom Penh is Battambang, which is known for its

tree-lined boulevards and colonial architecture provide an attractive backdrop to the
colourful markets and bustling riverfront, while the coastal resort of Kep, which was founded
as a retreat for the French elite in 1908, has a tranquil atmosphere and glorious beaches.
12 night suggested itinerary:
Battambang

Siem Reap/Angkor

CAMBODIA

Rouge killing fields.
4 nights Siem Reap
2 nights Battambang

Phnom Penh

4 nights Phnom Penh
Kep
Gulf of Thailand
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2 nights Kep

Day 10:

Morning cyclo tour and afternoon visit to a traditional weaving village.

Day 11:

At leisure. Alternatively, book a cooking class or massage lesson.

Day 12:

En route to Kep stop at a variety of temples and limestone caves.

Day 13:

Drive to Kampot then on to Tek Chhou waterfall.

Day 14:

Return to the UK, or why not add a Cambodia beach stay (see page 46-47).

Prices start from £3299 per person.

Park Hyatt, Siem Reap

Maisons Wat Kor, Battambang

Located at the city’s most prestigious address, the Park Hyatt is within walking distance of

This eco-friendly boutique hotel is set in the heart of a Khmer village just outside the town

a high quality selection of bars, restaurants and boutique shops, whilst only a fifteen minute

of Battambang. Surrounded by lush gardens, this charming property features just ten guest

drive away from Angkor Wat.

rooms within three traditionally built wooden houses which are set on stilts.

Elegant rooms provide a sophisticated residential feel, space to relax and a complete

Frangipane rooms are on the ground floor, share garden level balconies and offer

range of modern amenities to ensure all the comforts of the modern world in this ancient

stunning views of the water lily pond and pool. The Lotus rooms occupy the first floor of

land. The suites are the finest in the city with distinctive attributes such as private garden

two pavilions and offer a spacious balcony with views across the gardens. All rooms are

and/or swimming pool, separate living area, extensive bedroom and equally spacious

tastefully decorated with wooden furniture and local materials, with televisions available

bathroom.

on request.

The Spa offers a peaceful retreat for the ultimate wellness experience with holistic therapies

Refresh and rejuvenate at the spa where a choice of Khmer traditional or oil massages are

and treatments, while two swimming pools provide a welcome respite after a day out

available. Alternatively, lounge beside the pool or discover the secret of local cuisine by

touring temples. French cuisine and Indochine inspiration is a feature of The Dining

joining a cooking class. The hotel restaurant, La Terrasse de Lotus, serves both unique and

Room; at the retro-chic bar lounge, The Living Room, discover comfort food, high tea and

authentic dishes to ensure guests enjoy a real flavour of this wonderful country.

cocktails; and at The Glasshouse Deli indulge with freshly baked pastries, home-made
ice creams and more.

Knai Bang Chatt, Kep

La Rose Suites, Phnom Penh
Nestling in the heart of Cambodia’s bustling capital near Independence Monument, the

This exclusive hotel perfectly recaptures the elegant spirit of a bygone era with its mixture of

Royal Palace and the National Museum, La Rose Suites is also perfectly located for a stroll

bold modernist and colonial architecture within the charming coastal town of Kep.

along the riverside promenade.

The eighteen rooms, which are spread across four villas, are individually appointed and

Dually inspired by the charming architecture of French Indochina and the grandeur of

available with garden or sea views, which can be enjoyed from the private balcony or

Angkor Wat, this luxurious boutique hotel has sixty eight spacious suites, each designed

terrace.

with comfort and elegance in mind. Each suite boasts locally designed and traditionally

Where better to soak up the sun, read a book, or simply unwind, than beside the

styled furniture, spacious bathrooms, complimentary daily mini bar and also benefits from
personalised butler service.

stunning infinity pool, where attentive bar service ensures you remain hydrated and
refreshed. Yoga and meditation programmes are offered within the grounds, while for

Within the tropical gardens there is a small salt water swimming pool and at the spa,

pure indulgence head to the small spa and discover wonderful rejuvenating treatments or

expert therapists offer a variety of traditional massages and treatments which will pamper

relaxing massages. At the sailing club, you can hire hobie cats, kayaks and windsurf or

your body and nourish your soul. When it’s time to indulge your taste buds, visit the hotel

even enrol on a sailing course. It’s also the perfect venue for sunset cocktails!

restaurant for fine Khmer cuisine with a contemporary twist, along with a selection of

At the Strand Restaurant feast on healthy and delicious cuisine created from fresh, local

international and western classics. Should you wish to learn more about the mouthwatering
local cuisine, La Rose Suites have half or full day cooking classes with experienced chefs
on hand to guide you through local cooking techniques.

products including the abundant seafood that is collected daily from the surrounding
waters. Further delights await you at the Sailing Club Restaurant, which is housed in a
former fisherman’s cottage directly over the sea.
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ocean view villa

The Royal Sands Koh Rong, Cambodia

Spanning a spectacular private beach on an untouched paradise island, The Royal Sands Koh Rong is a new all-villa resort which
invites guests to experience the calm beauty and intimacy of island life as it was meant to be.

The Royal Sands Koh Rong is an ideal
extension to the Luxury Colonial Cambodia
tour shown on page 44.

Prices start from £1799 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in an ocean
view villa, international flights and a
combination of private road and shared boat
transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £19 in a
beachfront villa ~ from £60 in an ocean view pool villa
~ from £82 in a beachfront pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £799
~ business class from £1999 ~ first class from £4199.
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Set amidst pristine stretches of powdery white sand

The seductive sands ensure laid-back beach living and

beaches, crystal-clear waters and a jungle wilderness, the

throughout the resort numerous open-air venues provide

location is, quite simply, stunning and difficult to beat for

spectacular ocean views. Senses Spa features an outdoor

those seeking a completely relaxing and luxurious getaway.

yoga Sala and private treatment rooms, to make your stay

The sixty seven villas which dot the landscape are tastefully

on Koh Rong peaceful yet invigorating.

decorated in a sophisticated, yet casual, tropical décor

Taking pride of place in the centre of the resort is the open-

with modern amenities and added touches for comfort.

air Ocean Restaurant, which serves up fine buffet breakfasts

Choose from ocean view and beachfront villas, which lie

and by night is transformed into a truly romantic setting

in the upper part of the resort and include an outdoor sala

awash with candlelight and a balmy sea breeze. The Chill,

lounge area; or, for a more intimate setting, opt for larger

where the focus is on quality, simplicity and authenticity,

ocean view or beachfront pool villas, which provide a

is the perfect place for lunch, sundowners or a relaxed

private pool and outdoor terrace with day beds.

oceanfront dinner.

ocean view villa

Song Saa Private Island, Koh Rong, Cambodia
Nestled in the warm sapphire waters of Cambodia’s untouched Koh Rong Archipelago, Song Saa Private Island is as seductive as the
name implies. Think intimate. Think luxurious. But above all, think harmony with all the elements of nature. If you are in search of a truly
private tropical island experience, few places rival Song Saa, particularly if you upgrade to premium all inclusive.
Song Saa’s twenty seven villas are uncompromising on

At Song Saa the entire island is a sanctuary with

luxury and designed to reflect the simple beauty of the

regenerative sites, outdoor salas and discreet treatment

natural environment. Huge beds, over-sized baths, bespoke villas lying in the serenity of the rainforest and along the
hand-crafted furniture made by local artisans and outdoor

ocean shore. You will also find a large infinity edge

showers beside private decks and pools fuse to make a

swimming pool, daily yoga, watersports and a fascinating

luxurious environment.

ecological programme to experience the area’s flora

Premier plus:
•

Early booking discount on selected dates.

•

Stay three nights and receive one extra night free on
selected dates.

Jungle pool villas are perched amongst the rainforest canopy and fauna.
looking out over the ocean with the choice of sunrise or

At the resort’s heart is a world-class restaurant and lounge,

sunset views; overwater villas allow you to step into the

spectacularly positioned just off the island’s shoreline and

ocean from your private balcony or quietly watch the sunset

surrounded by sea, where the focus is on fresh, sustainable

from the pool; and ocean view villas feature spectacular

and locally produced sumptuous cuisine.

sunrise views with an overwater sala for private dining.

Prices start from £3199 per person for
eight nights including breakfast in a one
bedroom jungle pool villa, international flights
and a combination of private road and
shared resort boat transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £189 in
a one bedroom ocean view villa ~ from £385 in a one
bedroom overwater villa ~ from £179 in a two bedroom
jungle pool villa (based on 4 adults sharing).
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £799
~ business class from £1999 ~ first class from £4199
ocean view villa
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India, Sri Lanka & Indian Ocean

Taj Mahal, India

India

The Maldives

The Seychelles Islands

Prepare to be enchanted by India’s beauty and diversity,

One of the least spoilt areas in the world and home to

Renowned for uncrowded white sand beaches, dramatic

enriched by culture and overwhelmed by the warmth of its

some of the best kept secrets of the Indian Ocean. Deep

rock formations, lush tropical vegetation and warm topaz

people. From the awe-inspiring majesty of the Taj Mahal

in the depths of its vast blue ocean lie the psychedelic reef

waters, the Seychelles are a truly magical destination.

and the chaos of cosmopolitan cities to the peace of the

formations surrounding the islands - alive with a multitude

The Seychelles archipelago has 115 islands, most of

Keralan backwaters, this is a land where the ancient and

of marine life! Made up of almost 2,000 islands, of

which are completely uninhabited. The largest island,

the modern co-exist and where startling contradictions lend

which approximately 105 are holiday resorts, each island

Mahe has over 60 heavenly beaches ranging from

an extraordinary vitality and poetry to life.

comprises of one hotel, its own facilities and nothing more.

sweeping bays to hidden coves, while neighbouring

Sri Lanka

Mauritius

Romantically christened the “teardrop of India”,

Imagine miles of white sand beaches fringed by the blue

world’s most beautiful beach. Stunning scenery combining

Sri Lanka is an island full of surprises that along with a

Indian Ocean, an interior of verdant forests and mountain

picturesque mountains dotted with tea plantations

stunning coastline, offers history spanning 3,000 years,

peaks and you are picturing the island of Mauritius. Exotic

alongside golden sandy beaches make the islands a

nine UNESCO World Heritage Sites and culture of

and colourful orchids and frangipani thrive in the tropical

spectacular backdrop to the holiday of your dreams.

unbelievable depth and diversity. Set amongst lush, green

climate and the coastline, protected by coral reefs, is blue

and picturesque mountains lined with tea plantations

and calm. Add to this some of the world’s finest hotels, a

and alongside golden sandy beaches, the setting is

colourful mix of culture, superb climate, delicious cuisine

spectacular and makes for an unforgettable holiday.

and Mauritius has all the ingredients for a perfect holiday.

Praslin is a laid back delight of exquisite sands, including
Anse Lazio, which constantly appears in top ten lists for the

Tailor-made holidays
Premier Holidays specialise in creating luxury holidays for the discerning traveller. We have handpicked a few of our favourite itineraries
to tempt you and our specialists are on hand to help create your unique holiday to make your dream a reality.

Dubai & India

Dubai & Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka & The Maldives

10 nights from £1999 per person

10 nights from £2699 per person

9 nights from £2999 per person

3 nights Taj Dubai

3 nights Jumeirah Al Qasr, Dubai

2 nights The Wallawwa, Colombo, Sri Lanka

7 nights Taj Exotica Goa, India

2 nights Chena Huts, Yala Safari, Sri Lanka

3 nights Ulagalla, Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka

5 nights Anantara Peace Haven Tangalle, Sri Lanka

4 nights Ozen by Atmosphere at Maadhoo, Maldives

Price includes return international flights, 10 nights

Price includes return international flights, 9 nights

accommodation and private transfers

accommodation and hotel transfers (private in Sri Lanka)

Price includes return international flights, 10 nights
accommodation and private transfers
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Luxury Golden Triangle with Goa
For many, the Golden Triangle cities of Delhi, Agra and Jaipur are the perfect introduction
to this extraordinary country. India’s capital Delhi, is often the main point of arrival and is
steeped in history with many impressive landmarks; south is Agra, site of arguably the most
famous edifice in India, the Taj Mahal; and to complete the triangle, there’s the alluring

Day 1:

Fly to Delhi.

Day 2:

On arrival you will be transferred to your hotel.

Day 3:

Morning at leisure. Afternoon sightseeing of New Delhi which includes Qutab
Minar and Humayan’s tomb. Return past Raisina Hill and the Viceroy’s House.

‘pink city’ of Jaipur, capital of the state of Rajasthan. And then, there are the beaches.
Goa’s golden sands, gently swaying palms and the seductively warm waters of the

Day 4:

Arabian Sea are the perfect conclusion to any tour of India.
We have incorporated a few of our favourites into a multi-centre holiday, but the

Red Fort. View the Jama Masjid and the rest of the day is free.
Day 5:

11 night suggested itinerary:
Jaipur

Travel by road to Agra. Enjoy a sunset visit to the mesmerising Taj Mahal
(excluding Fridays when closed).

possibilities are endless....

Delhi

Morning tour of Old Delhi, beginning at Raj Ghat and then driving past the

NEPAL

Agra

3 nights Delhi

Day 6:

Morning visit to Agra Fort, stronghold of the Mughal Empire. Afternoon at leisure.

Day 7:

Drive onwards to Jaipur, visiting the deserted city of Fatehpur Sikri en route.

Day 8:

Drive to the ancient capital of Amber to see the fabulous Amber Fort, stopping
en route to view the Hawa Mahal. Afternoon city tour of Jaipur, including the
City Palace and adjacent Jantar Mantar.

2 nights Agra
Day 9:

INDIA

2 nights Jaipur
4 nights Goa

Goa
Arabian Sea
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Bay of Bengal

Transfer to the airport and fly south to Goa. On arrival transfer to your hotel.

Days 10-12: At leisure to relax on Goa’s palm-fringed golden sands.
Day 13:

Return flight to the UK.

Prices start from £2999 per person.

The Oberoi, New Delhi

Oberoi Amarvilas, Agra

Recognised as a pioneer amongst luxury hotels in India, The Oberoi is a harmonious mix

Enjoying an unrivalled position close to the spectacular Taj Mahal, each room affords

of traditional and contemporary sophistication, with exquisite interiors and impeccable

uninterrupted views of this ancient monument to love. The hotel is approached along a

service. Situated in the centre of India’s cosmopolitan capital, the hotel is within easy reach

sweeping driveway, verdant with native trees and lit by flaming torches, while inside a

of attractions and shopping districts.

Mughal style quadrant is ornamented with cascading fountains and framed by an arched

The rooms and suites feature authentic furnishings, handpicked artwork and large picture

passageway and gold leaf frescoes.

windows which frame unmatched views of Delhi Golf Course on one side and the

Each room is furnished with a king size bed, panelled with teak wooden floor and

UNESCO World Heritage site of Humayun’s Tomb on the other. All accommodation

carpeted with handwoven rugs. Opt for a room with a balcony and step out to simply

radiates luxury with rich polished teakwood floors, spacious walk-in wardrobes,

delight in the view, or perhaps indulge with a romantic candlelit dinner for two, served by

magnificent Italian marble bathrooms and butlers waiting to serve you around the clock.

a dedicated personal butler.

Wellness facilities include indoor and outdoor swimming pools, a fitness centre, infrared

Golf buggies transport you to the Taj Mahal by day before you relax with a swim in the

sauna, complimentary yoga classes and the superb Oberoi Spa. Dining choices are

magnificent pool or select one of the carefully designed therapies at the Oberoi Spa.

equally impressive with a main restaurant, an authentic speciality Indian restaurant and a

Enjoy tea or coffee in the lounge or sip on a champagne cocktail in the bar and choose

rooftop Chinese restaurant as well as an open-air rooftop bar.

from two restaurants and their distinctly different flavours: Bellevue, serving Indian and
continental cuisine or Esphahan, a speciality Indian restaurant.

Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur

Taj Exotica Resort & Spa, Goa

Built around an eighteenth century Shiva temple and set in a breathtaking thirty two acre

Located on the southwest coast of Goa and overlooking the Arabian Sea, allow yourself to

oasis of beautiful landscaped gardens, The Oberoi Rajvilas, is a haven of mystical peace

sink into the luxury of this Mediterranean-inspired resort, which sprawls over fifty six acres

and natural serenity.

of lush greenery.

Guest rooms are laid out in small clusters, each unfolding onto a courtyard crowned with a

Tiled roofs, textured walls and warm, earthy colour tones pervade the magnificent

traditional fountain and framed by natural canopies abundant with native flowers. Opt for

rooms and villas of this seafront getaway. Each has either a private balcony or veranda,

comfortable rooms with refreshing garden views and sunken marble bathtubs, spacious

sumptuous linen, a seating area and luxuriant bathrooms. Add old-world architecture,

villas with private pools or unique luxury tents

flower-lined patios and a sunshine-laden atrium and Taj Exotica makes for a perfect

The Oberoi Spa offers Ayurveda inspired treatments to aid relaxation and rejuvenation,

holiday.

while the swimming pool is vibrant with Rajasthani splendour decorated with sandstone

Lounge by the large swimming pool, destress with therapies at the Jiva Spa, visit the twenty

columns and spouting elephant water fountains. For luxury dining, choose between all day

four hour fitness centre or get busy playing badminton, tennis, golf, cricket or even archery.

international fine dining or the seasonal Indian speciality restaurant.

Within the hotel you can savour the finest nuances of Indian and international cuisine.

Both offer indoor seating, al fresco dining and live, traditional folk music to accompany the

Choose from the celebrated fine dining restaurants that offer authentic Goan, exotic

dining experience. The comfortable library bar is a wonderful setting to enjoy an aperitif

Chinese and fresh seafood, or relax at the casual all-day multi-cuisine eateries.

or a nightcap.
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Hatton Hill Country

Boutique Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka is a country made for exploring with rich history, captivating culture, stunning
landscapes, tea plantations and glorious beaches just a few of the possible experiences
for you to sample.
To further enhance your tour, Sri Lanka has a burgeoning number of distinctive boutique
properties which are full of character and distinguish themselves from larger chains by

Day 1:

Fly to Colombo.

Day 2:

On arrival you will be transferred to your hotel and enjoy time at leisure.

Day 3:

Travel by road for approximately four hours to Anuradhapura.

Day 4:

Visit the Anuradhapura ancient city, which has many places of historical and
archaeological interest.

offering ultra-personalised service, home comforts, upscale design and decor, delicious
food and a genuine feel for the destination.

Day 5:

then proceed to Polonnaruwa and visit the ruins of the Royal Palace.

We have incorporated a few of our favourites into a multi-centre holiday, but the
possibilities are endless....
9 night suggested itinerary:

Anuradhapura

1 night

Sigiriya
Dambulla

Polonnaruwa

SRI LANKA

Day 6:

Visit Dambulla rock temple, another World Heritage Site. Continue to Kandy.

Day 7:

Travel to the Millennium Elephant Foundation before visiting the beautiful
Royal Botanical Gardens of Peradeniya.

Colombo

3 nights Anuradhapura
2 nights Kandy

Kandy

2 nights Nuwara Eliya district

Proceed to Sigiriya and visit the World Heritage listed Sigiriya rock fortress

Day 8:

Drive to Hatton, in Sri Lanka’s verdant hill country.

Day 9:

At leisure to relax or take an optional excursion (own expense).

Day 10:

Travel back to Colombo and enjoy a further night in Colombo.

Day 11:

Return flight to the UK. Alternatively, why not extend your stay at one of our
chosen beach resorts in Sri Lanka or an idyllic island in the Maldives.

Nuwara Eliya
Colombo
Hatton
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1 night

Colombo

Prices start from £2849 per person.

The Wallawwa, Colombo

Ulagalla, Anuradhapura

Set amongst two acres of lovingly tended tropical gardens, just fifteen minutes from

Once a chieftain’s mansion, Ulagalla’s twenty ecologically-built villas are spread across

Colombo airport, this beautifully renovated country house is the perfect start or end to any

fifty eight acres of lush greenery and with its own solar farm generating half of its energy

holiday in Sri Lanka.

requirements, it is a truly unique boutique hotel.

Each of the eighteen thoughtfully designed bedrooms and suites feature traditional

Chalets provide a sanctuary to hide yourself away from the cares of the world and

Sri Lankan furnishings, a four poster bed, terrazzo-tiled bathroom with rain shower and

be treated like royalty. Offering glass-walled panoramic views of the scenic natural

mini bar with complimentary soft drinks. Garden suites provide additional space, family

surroundings, the chalets are luxuriously equipped with high-end entertainment systems,

suites have two extra single beds, while the two bedroom Mountbatten Suites have a large

king size beds with the softest linen and fluffiest pillows, and have their own deck and

living room and private plunge pool.

private plunge pool.

Tranquillity reigns at The Wallawwa’s Zen Spa, a soothing sanctuary which offers

Navigate the sprawling grounds by the bicycles provided, laze beside the olympic

guests luxurious, restful and revitalising treatments. There is also a swimming pool which

size pool that sparkles amidst the landscaped gardens, or retreat to the Ayurveda Spa

lies amidst the lush gardens, a well-stocked library and study. The open-air Verandah

for indulgent rejuvenation. The restored mansion houses the Liyawela Restaurant and

Restaurant, which looks out across the grounds, specialises in Asian fusion cuisine and is

wine cellar where you can treat yourself to a remarkable dining experience of the best

also the ideal place for sundowners.

Sri Lankan cuisine along with international dishes and fusion fare.

The Kandy House, Kandy

Ceylon Tea Trails, Hatton

Providing seclusion and serenity, this boutique hotel enjoys a lush, tropical garden setting

Originally the homes of tea plantation managers in the days of the Raj, Ceylon Tea Trails

close to Kandy’s cultural treasures. A former ancestral manor house, dating back to 1804,

is Sri Lanka’s first Relais & Chateaux resort and is located in Sri Lanka’s gloriously scenic

it has a rich history and has been exquisitely restored with nine bedrooms from which to

hill country.

choose.

A collection of five distinctive colonial-era plantation bungalows originally built between

All guest rooms are named after butterflies which thrive in Sri Lanka and are styled

1890 and 1939 - Norwood, Summerville, Castlereagh, Tientsin and Dunkeld - which are

individually incorporating local fabrics, elegant furniture and modern amenities. Ultra

connected by walking trails through stunning tea gardens. Sympathetically restored to offer

rooms have access onto a veranda with chaise longues, reading chairs and table, with

guests a taste of gracious living thanks to high tea, gourmet meals, exquisite butler service

each room designated a personal butler to cater to all your needs. The deluxe rooms are a

and authentic period furnishings. Each house comes with its own manager, chef, butler

little smaller but all other amenities and furnishings are as luxurious.

and houseboys and has between four and six rooms in each.

In the gardens a stunning infinity pool has been landscaped into the hillside overlooking

Follow the “Tea Trail” from one unique bungalow to the next; trek, bike or picnic amongst

the rice paddy fields; there are board games and an eclectic collection of books to read,

the rolling green hills; luxuriate in a spa treatment in the privacy and the comfort of your

as well as bicycles, should you wish to explore and a resident Ayurvedic therapist when in

room; or simply enjoy scrumptious afternoon tea and scones served by your butler on the

need of some pampering.

terrace. All meals, wine and spirits are included making the whole ambience akin to being

By day you can enjoy lunch by the pool, on your private terrace or in the veranda

a privileged guest in someone’s colonial home.

restaurant and in the evening try a delicious cocktail in the intimate Ambalama before
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garden pool villa

Anantara Peace Haven Tangalle Resort, Sri Lanka

Savour the charms and flavours of island live at this exclusive resort, which boasts a unique location on a rocky outcrop along a
secluded stretch of Sri Lanka’s southernmost coastline, with easy access to iconic cultural sites, spectacular national parks and whale
watching destinations.

Premier plus:
•
•

•

•

Set amidst a coconut plantation and golden crescent shores

Each day can be blissfully lazy or bursting with activity,

with glorious Indian Ocean views, Anantara Peace Haven

whether you swim in the ocean or the pool, work out in the

Tangalle Resort offers a naturally exclusive hideaway.

gym or practise holistic exercises on the beach, challenge

Stay two nights on selected dates in selected room

Designed with your total comfort in mind, guest rooms

a companion to a game of tennis, or master the techniques

categories and receive one extra night free.

reflect Sri Lanka’s charming culture through exquisite details

of traditional Sri Lankan cuisine in a cooking class.

to offer you luxury with a rich sense of the destination.

For complete rejuvenation, escape to Anantara Spa and

Spoil yourself with a luxurious villa, a romantic haven of

choose from a menu of trusted ancient therapies.

minimum of seven nights.

utter indulgence, both indoors and out. Take advantage of

Offering stunning cliff edge, shoreline and poolside settings,

Honeymoon couples receive spa treatment discounts

your villa’s bicycles to explore the local area; listen to your

unforgettable dining experiences can be enjoyed with truly

Early booking room discounts on selected dates.

Free half board on selected dates when you stay a

on selected dates.

favourite music on the state-of-the-art sound system while you beautiful views at the five captivating restaurants. Dining by
dine beneath the stars; grab a drink from the wine humidor

Design is the ultimate in private dining, with a range of

or mini bar and laze by the plunge pool while being

intimate settings and menus prepared by your personal chef.

waited on by your personal villa host.

Prices start from £1399 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a premier
beach access room, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £12 in a
premier ocean view room ~ from £21 in a deluxe ocean
view room ~ from £79 in a garden pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £999
~ business class from £1765 ~ first class from £4649
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premier ocean villa

Cape Weligama, Near Galle, Sri Lanka

This magnificent clifftop resort, which is part of the Relais & Chateaux portfolio, inhabits twelve manicured acres above the Indian
Ocean on Sri Lanka’s southern coast just thirty minutes east of Galle.

The suites and villas of this luxury resort create the illusion

While a diverse range of activities are on offer, from surfing

of a traditional Sri Lankan village yet beneath terracotta-

lessons and lake kayaking to rice paddy bicycling and

tiled rooftops are stylish interiors and generously sized

even leopard safaris, you may find the greatest pleasure is

contemporary living quarters with private butlers at your

simply unwinding on your private shaded terrace or beside

beck and call.

the crescent-shaped infinity Moon Pool. For the ultimate

Set around the resort’s Cove pool are four two-storey villas,

Ceylonese indulgence, experienced spa therapists come to

Premier plus:
•

Complimentary daily activity of the day.

•

Complimentary daily morning bed tea served in your
room by your private butler.

comprised of junior and master suites, that each incorporate your suite or villa to pamper you ‘at home’.
four generously proportioned rooms and ideally suit friends

A gourmet paradise, Cape Weligama has four restaurants

travelling together. A more secluded cluster of two or three

that set the bar for fine dining and allow your taste buds to

villas are set within flower filled gardens with one fifteen

explore this exotic island on their own. Perhaps you’ll savour

metre infinity swimming pool shared between them.

the day’s freshest catch at the Ocean Terrace Restaurant or
mouthwatering fare at the Ocean Grill Steakhouse & Grill,
complemented by a selection of handpicked wines.

Prices start from £2099 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a pool view
junior suite, international flights and private
transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £24 in a
pool view master suite ~ from £58 in an ocean villa
~ from £79 in a premier ocean villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £999
~ business class from £1765 ~ first class from £4649

pool view master suite
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garden suite pool villa

Maradiva Villas Resort & Spa, Mauritius

In a lush twenty seven acre setting beside the white sand beach and turquoise waters of Tamarin Bay, this fabulous resort features the
discreet opulence of private villas for all guests. Inspired by its Indian heritage, the Maradiva experience is defined by understated
elegance and impeccable service.

Premier plus:
•

Villa discounts are available on selected dates in
selected villas.

•

Honeymoon couples receive a villa discount on
selected dates, a couples massage and one private
dinner.

The sixty five spacious and airy suite pool villas are at

Guests seeking spiritual serenity and physical wellbeing

the heart of this vibrant paradise. All are cosily nestled in

can indulge at the holistic spa. Inspired by traditional

nature along the coastline – some surrounded by lush exotic

Indian treatments, ancient healing therapies and modern

gardens, some overlooking the shimmering ocean, but all with science, a team of specialists welcome you for relaxation
their own private pool, creating a perfectly idyllic hideaway.

and rejuvenation.

Each villa features its own terrace, perfect for al fresco dining,

Whether you seek an intimate setting, a unique culinary

while guests looking for the ultimate peaceful hideaway can

experience or a convivial dinner, there are a choice of

also enjoy fine dining and many spa services in the privacy of dining options and a rich diversity of cuisines, using only
their own villa.

the freshest, finest and healthiest produce.

Wide expanses of crystal-clear lagoons, sheltered by coral

You may also wish to discover a selection of different

reef, offer not only the enjoyment of a refreshing dip but

gourmet experiences as part of your dine around at

also cater for a variety of fun activities.

the sister hotel, Sands Suites Resort & Spa, just a few
steps away.

Prices start from £2099 per person for
seven nights including half board dine around
in a garden suite pool villa, international flights
and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £20 in a
luxury suite pool villa ~ from £69 in a beachfront luxury
suite pool villa ~ from £175 in an exclusive suite pool villa.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £1359 ~
first class from £4499.
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luxury suite pool villa

beachfront suite

Heritage Le Telfair Golf & Wellness Resort, Mauritius
This timeless escape, named after the famous nineteenth century naturalist Charles Telfair, has been built in an elegant and refined style
that reflects the grand tradition of former plantation properties on the island.

Nestled within the integrated resort of Domaine de Bel

Discover the perfect level of adventure, from a wide

Ombre on the south coast of Mauritius, the Heritage enjoys

selection of land and water based activities to yoga in the

a delightful tropical garden setting and is surrounded by a

nature reserve and a round of golf on a European Tour

nature reserve of over two thousand acres.

branded course. Of course you may prefer to laze by

Experience a relaxing stay in one of the one hundred and

one of the two swimming pools or indulge in the world of

fifty eight suites, where contemporary lines and colours

relaxation, serenity and wellness at the Seven Colours Spa.

blend harmoniously with elegant architectural features.

There are three restaurants - Annabella’s, which offers a

Spacious garden view suites offer the utmost in comfort

variety of daily menus; Gin’Ja for pan-Asian fusion and

and style, and open to the beautifully landscaped gardens.

Le Palmier, which is the ideal place for a light lunch beside

Sea view suites overlook the turquoise lagoon, beachfront

the sea. Guests can also gain access to further restaurants

suites are directly on the beach while the beautifully

within the Domaine de Bel Ombre, including refined

appointed junior and senior suites also provide butler

Mauritian cuisine, Mediterranean and Indian.

Premier plus:
•

Room discount on selected dates when you stay a
minimum of seven nights.

•

Complimentary unlimited green fees at Heritage Golf
Course and on par three short course.

•

Honeymoon couples staying a minimum of five nights
on selected dates receive a room discount.

•

Option to upgrade to gourmet bliss, from £125 per
person per day.

service in all suites.

Prices start from £1379 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a garden
view suite, international flights and private
transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £10 in a
sea view suite ~ from £40 in a beachfront suite ~ from
£54 in a junior suite.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £1359 ~
first class from £4499.
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beach house with private pool

Naladhu Private Island, Maldives

With just twenty beach houses dotted around a palm-fringed island in the middle of the ocean in the South Male Atoll, Naladhu
epitomises castaway luxury and has been awarded Top Resort in the World in Condé Nast’s Reader’s Choice Awards.

Premier plus:
•

•

While most Maldivian island resorts offer rooms,

game of tennis, pamper yourself at the spa or keep up your

Naladhu Private Island provides a relaxing paradise that

fitness regime at the gym. The lagoon is shared with sister

feels more like an island house with a pool - all to yourself.

islands Anantara Dhigu Resort and Anantara Veli Resort,

six nights.

Each of the resort’s houses and residences incorporate

giving access to a wider range of activities and restaurants.

Room discounts on selected dates when you stay a

timeless design, luxurious comforts and idyllic views.

Romantic dining is taken to new heights on Naladhu with

Room discounts on selected dates when you stay up to

minimum of seven nights.
•

•

In addition, House Masters are on hand twenty four hours a the Indian Ocean as the backdrop to a truly memorable
day to take care of every need.

culinary experience. Overlooking the lagoon, The Living

Complimentary resort credit when you stay a minimum

Within the gorgeous island surrounds, relaxation and

Room is an elegant beachfront dining scene while Baan

of ten nights.

enrichment are never more than a few steps away.

Huraa is an over-water restaurant offering the finest Thai

Try some leisurely snorkelling on the nearby reef or head

cuisine in the Maldives. If you wish, dine in the privacy of

further below the surface at the PADI dive centre; perhaps

your accommodation or, choose from many island settings

on selected dates receive a room discount, couple’s

paddle a kayak through the calm lagoon or carve through

for your very own intimate affair.

massage and dining discount.

the waves on waterskis; take a break from the water for a

Honeymoon couples staying a minimum of four nights

Prices start from £3449 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in an ocean
house with private pool, international flights
and hotel speedboat transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £78 in a
beach house with private pool ~ from £559 in a Naladhu
two bedroom pool residence (four adults sharing).
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £2099
~ first class from £4575
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ocean house with pool

earth villa with private pool

OZEN by Atmosphere at Maadhoo, Maldives
Amidst the exotic turquoise hues of South Male Atoll lies the tranquil island of Maadhoo where discerning travellers will experience a
uniquely exclusive holiday encompassing premium all inclusive elements. No surprises, no shocks and no hidden extras - just bliss!

The contemporary design and overall ambience of

The activities and adventures included range from

the resort perfectly complements the naturally blessed

exhilarating non-motorised watersports, sunset fishing

surroundings of the island.

excursions, access to the fully equipped gym, unlimited

The stunning individual earth villas lie amidst lush vegetation snorkelling excursions and the OZEN Kids Club for younger
on the beachfront and feature high slanted ceilings,

travellers. In addition, you can choose from a selection of

warm earthy tones, a large outdoor deck and spacious

spa services or dives, depending on how long you stay.

outdoor bathroom. Wind villas curve along the expansive

Begin each day with a sumptuous OZEN champagne

lagoon and with uninterrupted views of the horizon offer

breakfast, linger over a selection of light meals and snacks

the ultimate overwater experience. Upgrade to an earth

for lunch and, in the evening, dine-around fine dining

or wind villa with private pool, or if travelling with family,

awaits you. Stay a minimum of four nights and also enjoy

larger two and three bedroom suites provide vast living

a lunch or dinner at the underwater restaurant! A variety of

spaces to suit everyone’s needs.

premium beverages are included throughout the day and

Premier plus:
•

Early booking villa discount on selected dates.

•

Stay three nights and receive one extra night free on
selected dates.

•

Stay seven nights and receive three extra nights free on
selected dates.

•

Honeymoon couples staying a minimum of seven nights
on selected dates receive a romantic candlelight dinner
and a sunset cruise.

your in-villa mini bar is replenished twice daily.

Prices start from £3249 per person for
seven nights premium all inclusive in a
beachfront earth villa, international flights and
hotel speedboat transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from nil in a
wind villa ~ from £119 in an earth villa with private pool
~ from £119 in a wind villa with pool.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £2099
~ first class from £4575

wind villa
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Constance Lémuria, Seychelles
On the northwest coast of Praslin, nestled amongst three secluded beaches, this five star deluxe hotel exquisitely hugs the lush hillside of
Anse Kerlan and affords views of the powdery sands and turquoise Indian Ocean.

Premier plus:
•

•

To create a cocoon of luxury amidst the flourishing and rare

Unwind in swimming pools seemingly crafted by nature;

vegetation, only natural materials, such as wood, stone,

indulge in customised spa treatments at U Spa by Constance,

pink granite, marble and thatch palm, have been used and

a true oasis of tranquillity and peace; test out your swing at the

when you stay a minimum of three nights.

all perfectly complement the stunning environment.

island’s only eighteen hole golf course; or discover the vibrant

Complimentary half board on selected dates when

The one hundred and five elegant suites and villas are

marine life found just metres from the hotel’s beaches.

spread along the coastline, surrounded by lush vegetation.

Seychellois flavours and international cuisine can be

All are furnished in a fresh yet classic style and include

savoured in the restaurants and bars, including Legend

Honeymoon couples receive a suite or villa discount

junior suites and the larger senior suites, which are all just

Restaurant. Diva is the place for modern cuisine in a

and resort credit on selected dates.

metres from the beach. Alternatively, there are the one and

chic atmosphere and at The Nest, which sits on a rock

two bedroom villas which each have their own private pool

peninsula, sample fresh seafood creole style whilst soaking

and a Villa Master assigned to them.

up the beauty of your surroundings. The deck located on

Early booking suite or villa discount on selected dates

you book a villa.
•

the rocks behind the restaurant provides the most private
location for very exclusive dinners.

Prices start from £2499 per person for
seven nights including breakfast in a junior suite,
international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £99 in a
senior suite ~ from £269 in a one bedroom pool villa
~ from £129 in a two bedroom pool villa (based on four
adults sharing).
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £3279
~ first class from £4799
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junior suite

Denis Private Island, Seychelles
Set like a rare jewel in a sapphire sea, Denis Private Island is the perfect tropical cocoon for enjoying the barefoot luxury of authentic
island living. In this unique realm, nature reigns supreme with a glorious palette of colours, crystal waters and ivory beaches along with
vibrant displays of flowers, trees and shrubs.
On this tiny speck in the Indian Ocean you will rediscover a Rise early to join the rangers count tracks of egg-laying sea
forgotten style of luxury: one of real food and real people,

turtles on the beach, or scout the forests for magpie robins

immersed in nature in one of the most secluded islands in

and paradise flycatchers. Explore the island’s surrounding

the world. It’s a place to relax on pristine beaches, snorkel

lagoon with the kayaks or snorkelling equipment provided

in a sea turtle sanctuary, spot some of the rarest birds on

or venture further and enjoy greater depths at numerous

earth and unplug from the digital distraction.

dive sites. Spa offerings are as unique as Denis itself, with

Spacious rooms echo the Seychelles’ colonial past, from

treatments brought to you at your cottage or under the trees.

the furniture and wood flooring fashioned at the island’s

The emphasis on sustainability continues with the cuisine

carpentry workshop, to the refined simplicity of the decor.

highlighting the island’s fresh produce, much of it produced

The twenty five individual cottages enjoy total privacy,

on its own farm. Tuck into hearty breakfasts, feast on lunch

scattered at various walking distances from the beach and

buffets showcasing Creole and international fare and, each

separated by the island’s natural vegetation. Each features

evening, enjoy intricate five course table d’hôte menus.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.
Minimum stay may also apply.

•

Room discount on selected dates when you stay a
minimum of six nights.

•

Honeymoon couples receive a private starlight dinner
and room discounts on selected dates when you stay a
minimum of four nights.

a sitting area, open-air bathroom and garden courtyard.

Prices start from £3499 per person for
seven nights including full board in a beach
cottage, international flights, onward
domestic flights and short buggy transfer.
Room upgrade per person per night: from nil in a
deluxe beach cottage ~ from £27 in a beachfront spa
cottage ~ from £199 in a beach villa.
Flight upgrade, return: business class from £3285 ~
first class from £4799

beach villa
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Grand Mosque of Muscat

The Middle East
Dubai

Oman

Ever-changing Dubai is the best known of the seven sheikhdoms, which make up the United

Housing one of the oldest civilisations on the Arabian Peninsula, Oman clings determinedly

Arab Emirates, and is like nowhere else on the planet. Featuring eye-catching architecture,

to its past. Along with friendly people, amazing scenery untouched by tourism, dramatic

scintillating shopping, incredible attractions, beautiful beaches, glamorous bars and

contrasts in architecture and peeks into ancient cultures, this land offers a unique and

restaurants along with a sophisticated atmosphere.

exotic holiday.

Dubai’s beaches are stunning and with year-round sunshine virtually guaranteed, it’s perfect

It’s a country of vivid landscapes with rugged mountains, deep water fjords, rich green

for sun-worshippers. For those who like to be active, there are plenty of outdoor, or indoor,

valleys and spectacular desert terrains. Oman also has some of the most stunning and

sporting pursuits, including all manner of watersports, spectacular golf courses, an indoor ski

secluded beaches the Arabian Peninsula has to offer as well as some truly unforgettable

slope and several water parks.

snorkelling and diving spots rich with coral and marine life, including turtles.

Dubai Creek provides much of the city’s character, with ancient dhows plying the busy

Hinged between mountains and sea, the sprawling capital Muscat boasts an alluring

waters and the fascinating souks of Deira selling an array of spices, gold and textiles.

selection of hotels, wonderful beaches and numerous fine restaurants and bars. In the south

Downtown Dubai is where the Burj Khalifa soars skyward and where paradise awaits

eastern corner of Oman is Salalah, once the heart of the frankincense trade, it welcomes

shopaholics in the Dubai Mall. However, Dubai is essentially about the desert and any visit

visitors with pristine beaches and a stunning natural backdrop of mountains, springs

must include a trip out of the city into the shifting dunes.

and waterfalls.

Tailor-made holidays
We specialise in creating luxury holidays for the discerning traveller; we have handpicked a few of our favourite itineraries to tempt you.
Our specialists are on hand to help create a unique holiday to make your dream a reality.

Oman & Sri Lanka

Dubai & Mauritius

Dubai & the Maldives

10 nights from £2649 per person

10 nights from £2949 per person

11 nights from £3699 per person

4 nights The Chedi Muscat, Oman

3 nights Jumeirah Mina A’Salam, Dubai

4 nights Taj Dubai

6 nights Cape Weligama, Sri Lanka

7 nights Maradiva, Mauritius

7 nights Naladhu Private Island, the Maldives

Price includes return international flights,

Price includes return international flights,

Price includes return international flights,

10 nights accommodation and private transfers

10 nights accommodation and private transfers

11 nights hotel accommodation, private transfers in
Dubai and hotel speedboat transfers in the Maldives
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Jumeirah Mina A’Salam

Madinat Jumeirah Resort, Dubai

Set across its own private beach, Madinat Jumeirah Resort is an authentic recreation of ancient Arabia, capturing the natural beauty of
the region. Surrounded by waterways, lush gardens and elegant architecture, Madinat Jumeirah is comprised of four distinct properties:
Jumeirah Mina A’Salam, Jumeirah Al Qasr, Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf and Jumeirah Al Naseem.

Premier plus:
•
•

A sanctuary of Arabian warmth and personality, Jumeirah

Across the resort there are twenty two swimming pools

Mina A’Salam makes a luxurious base with spacious and

(one for adults only), a plethora of activities for those who

beautifully furnished Arabian deluxe rooms each with

like to be busy, one mile of private beach and, for true

Free half board on a full dine around basis on

a balcony. Designed in the style of a Sheikh’s summer

relaxation and rejuvenation, don’t miss Talise Spa where

selected dates, across all Jumeirah hotels.

residence, Jumeirah Al Qasr replicates traditional royal

all treatments are personalised.

Early booking discounts on selected dates.

architecture with Arabian deluxe rooms boasting sumptuous The unique dine around options across participating

•

Free unlimited access to Wild Wadi Waterpark.

styling, antique furnishings and a balcony overlooking the

Jumeirah venues around Dubai offers over fifty world-class

•

Free shuttle bus to Mall of the Emirates and all other

waterways and gardens. Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf is an

restaurants, bars and lounges to choose from - each with a

Jumeirah Resorts.

exquisitely designed hideaway and the Arabian Summer

distinct theme, location and style. Whether you feel like an

House deluxe rooms enjoy a delightfully serene setting with

evening of terrific Thai or a night on the tiles with the finest

private beach access. Jumeirah Al Naseem has spacious,

cocktails you’ll find your tastes fully satisfied.

open plan rooms and suites with spectacular views of the
sea, gardens and swimming pools.

Prices start from £899 per person for
three nights including breakfast in an Arabian
deluxe room at Jumeirah Mina A’Salam,
international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £39 in an
Arabian deluxe room at Jumeirah Al Qasr ~ from £54
in an Arabian deluxe room at Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf ~
from £63 in a resort deluxe room at Jumeirah Al Naseem.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £299
~ business class from £1389 ~ first class from £2099.
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Arabian deluxe room, Jumeirah Al Qasr

Arabian deluxe room, Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf

Burj Al Arab Jumeirah, Dubai
Repeatedly voted the world’s most luxurious hotel the distinctive sail-shaped silhouette of Burj Al Arab Jumeirah is also a symbol of
modern Dubai. For all it’s architectural splendour, it is however, the service within that really makes this iconic hotel so special, with
discreet in-suite check-in and a host of personal butlers, each a warm messenger of the unparalleled hospitality.
Rising on a man-made island, nine hundred feet from the

Receive complimentary access to Jumeirah’s private beach

shores of the renowned Jumeirah Beach and designed to

and the adjacent Wild Wadi Waterpark; luxuriate at

resemble the graceful sails of an Arabian dhow, it soars

the award-winning Talise Spa where each experience

over a thousand feet, dominating Dubai’s coastline.

is carefully crafted and exclusively developed for you;

This all-suite hotel offers two hundred and two duplexes,

or spend the day at the highly anticipated Burj Al Arab

each with stunning views of the tranquil Arabian Gulf and

Terrace, which seamlessly stretches out into the sea and has

twenty four hour private butler service. Additional amenities

a restaurant, two stunning pools, dedicated butler serviced

include exquisite Egyptian cotton bed linen, personalised

cabanas and a beach area with luxury sunbeds.

private mini bars, up-to-the-minute room technology and

In the nine signature restaurants and bars, dining is about

a master bathroom complete with jacuzzi and Hermes

far more than food. Soak up the vibrant atmosphere in the

toiletries.

elegant spaces and savour cuisine from around the globe.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

•

Free private butler service around the clock for each
suite.

•

Free unlimited access to Wild Wadi Waterpark.

•

Free access to Jumeirah Beach Hotel’s private beach
and Summersalt Beach Club at Jumeirah Al Naseem.

Prices start from £2899 per person for
three nights including breakfast in a one
bedroom deluxe suite, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £65 in
a panoramic suite ~ from nil in a two bedroom deluxe
suite (based on four adults sharing) ~ from nil in a three
bedroom diplomatic suite (based on six adults sharing).
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £299
~ business class from £1389 ~ first class from £2099
one bedroom deluxe suite
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luxury Burj view room

Taj Dubai

Enjoy uninterrupted views of the Burj Khalifa and other iconic structures from the Taj Dubai, a luxury hotel featuring an intoxicating
fusion of extravagance, heritage and contemporary style.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discount on selected dates.

Set in the middle of the Burj Khalifa precinct, the hotel is a

When sights have been seen or you return from the

mere stroll from the famed Downtown area, the Dubai Mall

atmospheric souks or vast shopping malls, the pool

and Dubai Fountain, with Dubai’s glitzy nightlife also just a

deck is a welcome retreat. You may prefer the tranquil

stone’s throw away.

atmosphere of the Jiva Spa which includes a relaxation

The two hundred and ninety six lavish rooms are

room, four treatment rooms and an exclusive range of

characterised by a mix of rich Indian artistry and traditional

signature experiences.

influences. The exquisitely detailed luxury rooms are

Taj Dubai also has a diverse and exotic array of classic and

adorned with handmade furniture with some offering views

contemporary restaurants, lounges and bars. Dine in style

of the iconic Burj Khalifa. Taj Club rooms occupy the

at Tesoro, a striking global eatery or watch authentic Indian

higher floors giving great views and include a whole host

cuisine being conjured up at Bombay Brasserie. Savour

of amenities along with access to the Taj Club Lounge. A

delectable British and international dishes at The Eloquent

variety of suites offer floor-to-ceiling windows and additional Elephant or indulge in a decadent afternoon tea at the
living space to ensure you stay in style.

Byzantium Lounge.

Prices start from £659 per person for
three nights including breakfast in a luxury city
view room, international flights and private
transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £31 in a
luxury Burj view room ~ from £87 in a Taj Club Burj view
room ~ from £126 in a junior suite city view.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £299
~ business class from £1389 ~ first class from £2099
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junior suite

Bedouin suite

Al Maha, a Luxury Collection Desert Resort & Spa, Dubai
Al Maha Resort is nestled in a verdant palm oasis, deep within Dubai’s magical dune and desert landscape and showcases the heritage
and architecture of the Bedouins while also offering a sense of desert adventure.

Bedouin suites are lavishly decorated with authentic

A spacious lounge incorporates a dining area and outside

and rare handcrafted Arabian furnishings, antiques and

there is a courtyard and deck around the pool for alfresco

artefacts. There are thoughtful touches such as binoculars,

dining and relaxation.

an easel with art materials and a writing desk, should your

After enjoying the daily complimentary desert activities

creative instincts be inspired by the landscape and the

you may wish to unwind by the infinity pool or treat

wildlife you spot. Each private deck has a private infinity

yourself at the Timeless Spa with its array of wellness,

pool with expansive views onto the open desert providing

rejuvenation and beauty therapies. Dining at Al Maha is

a secluded area for relaxing quietly or admiring the

something to savour and remember whether you opt to

indigenous oryx and gazelles as they meander by.

dine in sophisticated style at Al Diwaan restaurant or in the

The Royal suite features a spacious lounge, two luxurious

privacy of your suite for an intimate personalised dining

bedrooms, a wide terrace and sizeable pool. The Emirates

experience. Whatever the venue, every dish is hand made

suite is set in a secluded spot away from the main resort,

using the finest fresh ingredients from around the world and

offering luxurious comfort and privacy in equal measures.

prepared to suit your own distinctive tastes.

Premier plus:
•

Stay two nights on selected dates and receive one extra
night free.

•

Two free desert activities every day from a choice of
wildlife drives, horse riding, guided nature walks, desert
safaris, archery, falconry and camel trekking.

Prices start from £1899 per person for
four nights including full board in a Bedouin
suite, international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £559 in a
Royal Suite ~ from £999 in an Emirates suite.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £299
~ business class from £1389 ~ first class from £2099

Bedouin suite

Al Diwaan restaurant
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The Chedi Muscat, Oman
Amid a contrasting backdrop of the majestic Hajar Mountains is The Chedi Muscat - an oasis of mysticism and luxury. Simple elegance,
stylish furnishings and traditional Omani architecture distinguish the hotel with an ageless charm.

Premier plus:
•
•

•

The Chedi Muscat rises amidst an elegantly landscaped

Leisure facilities at The Chedi Muscat are utterly

twenty-one acre garden oasis with one hundred and fifty

comprehensive and include three elegant pools (two for

eight Omani influenced guest rooms and suites. Choose

adults only) which overlook the stunning Gulf of Oman,

Free upgrade to a Chedi deluxe room on selected

from superior Serai rooms with high ceilings and oversized

while the luxurious Chedi Spa has thirteen suites and an

dates when you stay a minimum of five nights.

windows that welcome natural light and views of either the

extensive range of treatments, therapies and rituals.

Hajar Mountains or Muscat City; or larger Chedi deluxe

Six stylish restaurants span the great cuisines and wines

rooms with palm fringed garden views that complement

of the world, from Arabic to Asian and from Indian to

water, juices, soft drinks and beers in Serai and

neutral hued Asian style minimalism. Chedi Club Suites are

Mediterranean. You are further spoilt with a choice of

Chedi deluxe rooms; or the entire selection in deluxe

highly recommended with a separate spacious living area,

outstanding outdoor venues by the pool, beach or gardens

lavish bathrooms, stunning views from your private terrace

that only adds to your stay and dining pleasure.

Early booking room discounts on selected dates.

Complimentary daily mini bar with a selection of

club rooms and Chedi club suites. Chedi deluxe and
Chedi club suites also receive lounge access.

or balcony along with complimentary daily afternoon tea,
cocktails and canapés in the library during cocktail hours,
laundry and return airport transfers.

Prices start from £899 per person for
four nights including breakfast in a Serai room,
international flights and private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £43 in a
Chedi deluxe mountain room ~ from £78 in a deluxe club
room ~ from £199 in a Chedi club suite.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £349
~ business class from £1559
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deluxe room

one bedroom beach pool villa

Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara, Oman

Set between a beach and freshwater lagoon, this sophisticated oasis is the first luxury villa resort of its kind in Salalah and,
along with refreshing luxury, offers a gateway to Oman’s cultural treasures, including a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
Museum of Frankincense.
The resort’s Middle Eastern design reflects the region’s

World-class facilities include a beachside infinity pool, a

rich heritage with inspiration drawn from iconic coastal

gym to keep up your exercise routine, tennis and badminton

fortresses, while walkways are surrounded by tropical

courts when in search of active fun, bicycles to hire and a

gardens, towering palms and lush water features. Pared

range of watersports. When rejuvenation is the order of the

back interiors feature intricate artistic details which perfectly

day the sublime Anantara Spa offers pampering treatments

complement the princely comforts.

that draw on exotic wellness traditions of Arabia and Asia.

Elegant accommodation options include a choice of rooms

Prepare for a culinary journey as you savour meals that

offering beach, sea or garden outlooks, each with a

showcase local culture or inspiring tastes from across the

balcony or terrace with cushioned lounge seating providing

globe. Daytimes have a casual flow with refreshments and

Arabian-style relaxation. One, two and three bedroom villas

Mediterranean classics by the pool, evenings bring sunset

are ideal for a romantic escape or getaways with family

cocktails and shisha as well as exciting Asian flavours and

and friends, with many boasting a private pool.

gourmet buffet feasts.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discounts on selected dates.

•

Free room upgrades on selected dates for selected
room and villa categories.

•

Free half board dine around on selected dates when
you stay a minimum of five nights.

Prices start from £899 per person for
four nights including breakfast in a premier
side sea view room, international flights and
private transfers.
Room upgrade per person per night: from £32 in a
deluxe garden view room ~ from £53 in a deluxe beach
view room ~ from £84 in a one bedroom villa.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £349
~ business class from £1559

deluxe garden view room
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Cape Town

South Africa
A world of awe-inspiring natural wonders from untamed coastlines, huge mountains and

South Africa’s Garden Province, KwaZulu Natal, has a stunning 370 mile Indian Ocean

lush forests, varied marine life, vineyards and arguably the best game experience in the

coastline that rises up inland to the dramatic heights of the Drakensberg Mountains.

world, the rugged beauty of South Africa will take your breath away.

Highlights of the North West Province include Sun City Resort, a true oasis of pleasure

The Western Cape province has much to explore including beautiful Cape Town with
its matchless setting beneath Table Mountain; the Cape Dutch architecture, graceful old

and entertainment, or the natural wilderness of Pilanesberg National Park and the
Madikwe Game Reserve, both home to a fascinating variety of wildlife.

towns and vineyards of the Winelands; whale-watching in Hermanus; and the views of

Speaking of wildlife, pursuit of ‘Big Five’ game is an important part of any visit to

the iconic Garden Route.

South Africa and Kruger National Park is recognised as one of the finest game parks in

Known as South Africa’s ‘wild’ province, the Eastern Cape is full of surprising contrasts

the world with safari adventure galore and spectacular bush scenery.

from wide sunny beaches and expanses of bush and forest to first class game reserves

South Africa also offers two exceptional luxury train companies, Rovos Rail and the

with abundant wildlife. The province is also steeped in history and was one of the centres

Blue Train, with various routes that crisscross South and Southern Africa. Both trains

at the forefront of the fight for democracy in South Africa.

are completely unique and are a wonderful way to pamper yourself whilst savouring
fabulous vistas.

Tailor-made holidays
We specialise in creating luxury holidays for the discerning traveller; we have handpicked a few of our favourite itineraries to tempt you.
Our specialists are on hand to help create a unique holiday to make your dream a reality.

South Africa & Dubai

South Africa & The Seychelles

South Africa & Mauritius

10 nights from £1749 per person

12 nights from £3979 per person

9 nights from £3999 per person

4 nights Twelve Apostles, Cape Town

4 nights Twelve Apostles, Cape Town

3 nights Pumba Private Game Reserve, Eastern Cape

2 nights The Last Word, Franschhoek

3 nights Oyster Box, Umhlanga

1 night Saxon Hotel, Johannesburg

4 nights Taj Dubai

5 nights Constance Lemuria, The Seychelles

5 nights Maradiva, Mauritius

Price includes return international flights,

Price includes return international flights,

Price includes return international flights,

10 nights hotel accommodation and hotel transfers

12 nights accommodation and hotel transfers

9 nights accommodation, full board and two game drives
per day at Pumba, and hotel transfers
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South Africa in Style
With legendary scenic wonders to untamed coastlines, wonderful food and wine, a
fascinating history and, of course, magnificent wildlife, this intriguing country offers
countless holiday experiences and never ceases to amaze.
Many visitors opt to begin their South African adventure in the Western Cape Province, home
to beautiful Cape Town with its matchless setting and the graceful old towns and vineyards

Day 1:

Fly to Cape Town.

Day 2:

On arrival you will be met and transferred to the Twelve Apostles hotel.

Days 3-4: Take the hotel shuttle to the city and explore the bustling V&A Waterfront and
be sure to take the cable car up Table Mountain for sweeping vistas.

of the Winelands. The call of the wild is hard to ignore in this country, and the Eastern

Day 5:

Transfer by road to Franschhoek in the heart of the Cape Winelands.

Cape has many first class game reserves abundant with wildlife including the Big Five - lion,

Day 6:

Allow the tour guide at The Last Word hotel to plan your explorations, or take

leopard, elephant, rhinoceros and buffalo. The Kwa-Zulu Natal coastline offers wide beaches
overlooking the Indian Ocean, which are the perfect conclusion to any holiday.

the chance to visit a winery and enjoy some of the local produce.
Day 7:

transfer onwards by road to Pumba Private Game Reserve.

10 night suggested itinerary:
Day 8:

NAMBIA
BOTSWANA

Transfer by road to Cape Town airport for the flight to Port Elizabeth and then

Two game drives are included today as you search for the Big Five along
with the endangered free roaming white lion, hippo, hyena, zebra and more.

3 nights Cape Town

Days 9-11: Return transfer to Port Elizabeth for the flight to Durban and onward transfer to
Johannesburg

SWAZILAND

your beachfront hotel in Umhlanga, with views of the iconic lighthouse. Enjoy

2 nights Franschhoek, The Winelands

two days to laze on the gorgeous beach or beside the sparkling pool.

Umhlanga

SOUTH AFRICA
Atlantic
Ocean
Cape
Town
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Franschhoek

LESOTHO

Pumba Private
Game Reserve

Durban

2 nights Eastern Cape Game Reserve

Indian Ocean

Port Elizabeth

3 nights Umhlanga

Day 12:

Return transfer to Durban airport and flight back to the UK.

Prices start from £3449 per person.

Twelve Apostles Hotel & Spa

The Last Word Franschhoek

Dramatically poised above the Atlantic Ocean, this award-winning Cape Town hotel is

French Provençal living and personalised service awaits at this intimate five star hotel,

scenically flanked by the majestic Twelve Apostles and Table Mountain. A complimentary

which is situated in the small town of Franschhoek in the heart of the Cape Winelands.

shuttle service to the city centre and V&A Waterfront ensures that tourist attractions are

Within a few minutes walk are numerous boutique shops, art galleries and several

within easy reach.

excellent restaurants.

Individually designed and beautifully furnished guest rooms are an eclectic mix of

Offering just eight superior rooms and two pool suites, this is a relaxing and intimate

contemporary African style, classic European comfort and effortless, up to the minute

property with a wonderful understated elegance and a home-from-home feel.

technology. The light and airy luxury rooms have a patio or balcony which provide an

With plenty of natural light filtering through and beautiful furnishings throughout, each

ideal spot to take in the magnificent vistas of the Atlantic Ocean and the mountains.

room is a perfect retreat sure to be appreciated by discerning travellers. The private patio

Outdoor enthusiasts can enjoy mountain hikes, while indoor indulgences include holistic

garden and complimentary mini bar enhance the experience.

spa treatments, daily movies in the private cinema and educational art tours. If ever a

An in-house chauffeur and tour guide service open up a new chapter in hospitality, the

location and its five star cuisine were in harmony, it’s here at the Twelve Apostles, with

verdant gardens are glorious and the solar-heated outdoor pool is an ideal spot to soak up

relaxed twenty four hour dining at The Café Grill, the tradition of afternoon tea with

the sun after a day of exploring or wine tasting. As the day draws to a close, unwind with

inspirational views, fine dining at The Azure Restaurant or delicious cocktails whilst

a drink at the hotel bar before strolling to one of the many nearby restaurants.

savouring the breathtaking sunsets at The Leopard Bar.

Pumba Private Game Reserve

The Oyster Box

Eco-friendly Pumba is an exclusive reserve set in the malaria-free Eastern Cape and

Standing majestically on Umhlanga’s prestigious beachfront, overlooking the Indian Ocean

provides an intimate African safari experience. This natural habitat supports an abundance

and the iconic lighthouse, this national treasure is also just fifteen minutes drive from

of wildlife, which includes the Big Five, along with the endangered and majestic free

Durban’s centre. With charm and nostalgia from a bygone era, along with all the modern

roaming white lion.

comforts and amenities of the twenty-first century, it’s easy to understand why this is one of

Accommodation is provided within two uniquely different lodges: Water Lodge, which has

South Africa’s best-loved hotels.

unrivalled views over Lake Kariega, and Bush Lodge, which is perched above a watering

The eighty six rooms, suites and villas are individually styled in splendid luxury with

hole and has scenic mountain views. Each chalet opens up onto private game viewing

thoughtful details, elegant amenities and beautiful views. The highly recommended luxury

decks and boasts a touch of opulence and an ambience of luxurious indulgence with

seafacing rooms are superbly designed to provide the utmost comfort and feature a

private plunge pools and outdoor showers.

balcony that opens onto views of the lighthouse and breathtaking coastline.

Expert therapists offer soothing treatments at the Soul Spa or make time for a workout in

Relax at one of the two pools or enjoy direct access to the beach where you can laze

the glass-enclosed gym at Bush Lodge. Other activities include bird watching, bass fishing,

under the sun in comfort. The fully equipped fitness centre will suit those seeking a high-

stargazing, archery, as well as nearby horse riding and golf. Whether dining inside the

energy workout, while those in need of rejuvenation will discover a world of well-being at

thatched restaurant or under the starlit sky on the open deck, you’ll discover simply sublime

the spa. The multitude of dining options include something for everyone, with fresh seafood

African fusion cuisine with an Eastern Cape flair, complemented by a superb selection of

- including oysters, incredible steaks and the famous curry feast. In addition, the indulgent

local wines.

High Tea is also a firm favourite with plenty of treats to tempt you.
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Rovos Rail, Southern Africa
Recapture the romance and atmosphere of a bygone era as you step aboard one of the most luxurious trains in the world. Journeys include
a meander from Pretoria to Cape Town for a perfect illustration of South Africa as a world in one country; or Pretoria to Victoria Falls, an
adventure that winds north to Zimbabwe and traversing Hwange National Park.

Pretoria
Johannesburg

Kimberley

Bloemfontein

SOUTH AFRICA

Matjiesfontein
Worcester
Cape Town

De Aar

Oudtshoorn

Rovos Rail operate four beautifully restored ‘Pride of Africa’

Accommodation is in a Pullman suite with a comfortable

trains, each with wood-panelled coaches carrying a

daytime sofa-seat which converts to double or twin beds.

maximum of seventy two passengers in thirty six superbly

Also available are deluxe suites with twin or double beds and

appointed suites. At the rear of the train is the Observation

a lounge area, while larger Royal suites, which take up half

Car, while at the centre are one or two dining cars and

a carriage, have their own lounge area and full bathroom

two lounges. Maintaining the spirit of time past, there are

with Victorian bath and separate shower. All suites have air-

no radios or televisions on board.

conditioning, safe, mini bar (drinks included) and round the

All meals and drinks are included. Every morning there is

clock services of a cabin steward.

a full breakfast with dishes cooked to order, while lunch

The price shown is for the Pretoria to Cape Town journey

and dinner are complemented by a selection of excellent

which travels the grasslands of the gold-rich Highveld to the

South African wines. During the day dress is elegant yet

haunting barrenness of the Great Karoo before trundling

casual, while dinner attire is more formal with jacket and

through the spectacular mountain ranges and scenic

tie required for gentlemen.

winelands of the Cape and onwards to the Mother City.

Port Elizabeth

Prices start from £1175 per person for two
nights in a Pullman suite on the train and
one night in a suite at St James Manor Guest
House Cape Town with all inclusive on
the train and breakfast in Cape Town and
sightseeing during the journey.
Why not extend your stay in Cape Town?
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observation balcony

The Blue Train, South Africa
The Blue Train offers an unmatched experience of luxurious modern travel whilst evoking the romance and history of the past as
it traverses South Africa and its breathtaking scenery. Opt to travel from Pretoria to Cape Town, or alternatively from Pretoria to
Hoedspruit and the chance to go on safari in Kruger National Park.
There are currently two trains in operation, one

Accommodation is in a deluxe suite which transforms from

accommodating a maximum of fifty two guests and the

an elegant and relaxing lounge by day into a subtly-lit

second a maximum of eighty guests.

bedroom by night. Larger luxury suites offer luxurious bath

Two lounges offer convivial spaces in which to relax

tubs and a digital interactive entertainment system, with

and build new friendships over a cocktail; the Club Car

an inviting selection of music CDs and big screen movies

and Lounge Car. The wood-panelled Club Car (smoking

on DVD. Both deluxe and luxury suites are air-conditioned,

lounge) has the feel of a gentleman’s club while the

have a hairdryer, safe, free WiFi and the 24 hour services

beautifully designed Lounge Car (non-smoking) is an

of a butler.

ideal venue to enjoy the countryside views. All meals and

The featured route between Pretoria and Cape Town is a

drinks (except champagne) are included and served in the

twenty seven hour journey through some of the most diverse

delightful Dining Car, where the train lives up to its five star and spectacular scenery on the African sub-continent.
En route there is a stopover and excursion in Kimberley for
reputation in every sense.

Pretoria
Johannesburg

Kimberley

Bloemfontein

SOUTH AFRICA

Matjiesfontein
Worcester

De Aar

Oudtshoorn

a step back in time to the days of the diamond rush.
Cape Town

Port Elizabeth

Prices start from £985 per person for one
night in a deluxe suite on the train and one
night in a room at the Westin Cape Town
with all inclusive on the train and breakfast
in Cape Town and sightseeing during the
journey.
Why not extend your stay in Cape Town?
deluxe suite
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Milford Sound, South Island

Australia & New Zealand
Australia

New Zealand

From ancient Aboriginal culture to the natural world, the infinite Outback, amazingly

It’s been said many times before, but this time, it’s undisputedly true - this is a country

diverse cities, laid-back coastal living, superb food and world-renowned wines, a trip to

which has it all. Award-winning wines, cultural diversity, spectacular landscapes,

Australia is more than just a holiday - it’s an experience to be savoured!

snow-capped peaks, sparkling glaciers, smoking volcanoes, sweeping coastlines

Relatively small, as great cities go, Sydney is a city which has it all: iconic structures,
fantastic beaches, stunning vistas, a cosmopolitan atmosphere and fabulous weather. It

with miles of sandy beaches, glimmering fiords, lush rainforest, adrenalin boosting
adventures… all wrapped up in a package the size of Great Britain.

is most definitely on the must-see list for any visitor to Australia. Stylish Melbourne is the

New Zealand’s 29 regions stretch more than 990 miles across two main islands - North

second largest city in Australia and famed for its culinary excellence, diverse collection of

Island and South Island, along with Stewart Island in the south. North Island packs in a full

inner-city neighbourhoods and vast sporting edifices.

spectrum of sights and experiences, from cosmopolitan Auckland, to amazing geothermal

When it comes to the great outdoors, Australia is hard to beat. With over 30,000 miles
of coastline which includes the 1,500 mile long Great Barrier Reef and the stunning

activity and Maori culture in Rotorua to the captivating Bay of islands, an aquatic playground
lavishly furnished with 144 islands and a myriad of secluded beaches.

Whitsunday islands, which are a true paradise with clear blue water and dreamy white

South Island is possibly the world’s most scenically diverse island, where towering alps meet

beaches. Equally incredible is the intriguing Northern Territory, a region blessed with

peaceful sounds and rugged coastlines merge with sweeping plains. Gateway to the South

a wide variety of incredible wildlife, diverse landscapes, world-class national parks,

Island is beautiful Christchurch where you can ride on an authentic Cambridge punt along

beguilingly strong Aboriginal heritage and remarkable scenery. It’s also home to two of

the gently flowing Avon River before strolling the award-winning Botanic Gardens.

Australia’s most famous rock formations - Uluru (Ayers Rock) and Kata Tjuta (The Olgas).

New Zealand’s adrenalin city, Queenstown, sits on the shore of Lake Wakatipu among dramatic
alpine ranges which make an extraordinary setting for all manner of adventure activities.

Tailor-made holidays
We specialise in creating luxury holidays for the discerning traveller; we have handpicked a few of our favourite itineraries to tempt you.
Our specialists are on hand to help create a unique holiday to make your dream a reality.

Hong Kong, Sydney & Cairns

New Zealand & LA

Australia & Dubai

10 nights from £2599 per person

10 nights from £2999 per person

11 nights from £3369 per person

3 nights The Peninsula, Hong Kong

4 nights The George, Christchurch

3 nights Shangri-La, Sydney

3 nights Shangri-La, Sydney

3 nights Hidden Lodge, Queenstown

2 nights Voyages Sails in the Desert, Uluru

4 nights Shangri-La, Cairns

3 nights Beverly Wilshire, Los Angeles

3 nights Crown Towers, Melbourne

Price includes return international flights,

Price includes return international flights,

10 nights accommodation and hotel transfers

10 nights hotel accommodation and hotel transfers

in Hong Kong

3 nights Jumeirah Madinat Al Qasr, Dubai
Price includes return international flights,
11 nights accommodation and hotel transfers in Dubai
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Uluru

Unmissable Australia
One of the world’s ultimate travel destinations, Australia is an enthralling country endowed
with a myriad of natural wonders, shimmering cities, wonderful wildlife, dazzling beaches,
captivating culture and a renowned laid-back lifestyle.
Deciding where to go is arguably the toughest part of planning a visit Down Under.
With a combination of Sydney, Uluru, Cairns - for the Great Barrier Reef - and Melbourne,
our featured itinerary is definitely worthy of consideration, particularly for first-time visitors.
This wonderful multi-centre holiday showcases the hotels shown on the opposite page, but
the possibilities are endless.

Day 1:

Fly to Sydney.

Day 2:

On arrival make your way to your hotel. Relax poolside or maybe begin
discovering the many must-sees of the city.

Days 3-4: Optional excursions can be booked or simply opt to sightsee at leisure.
Don’t miss the Opera House, Harbour Bridge or Bondi Beach.
Day 5:

Fly to Uluru and on arrival make your way to your hotel.

Day 6:

We highly recommend booking a guided tour to see Uluru at sunrise or
sunset. Nothing can prepare you for the immensity, grandeur, shifting colours
and stillness of this World Heritage listed ‘rock’.

12 night suggested itinerary:

Cairns
NORTHERN
TERRITORY

3 nights Sydney

QUEENSLAND
Uluru

AUSTRALIA

SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

2 nights Uluru
NEW
SOUTH WALES
Sydney

VICTORIA
Melbourne
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AUSTRALIAN
CAPITAL
TERRITORY

Day 7:

Fly to Cairns and on arrival make your way to your hotel.

Days 8-10: Book a sightseeing cruise to see the incredible Great Barrier Reef.
Other nearby attractions include Daintree National Park and Cape Tribulation.
Day 11:

Fly to Melbourne and on arrival make your way to your hotel.

Days 12-13: At leisure to explore this easily walkable city, known for its magnificent
sporting venues, diverse neighbourhoods and fabulous food and wine.

4 nights Cairns
Day 14:

Return flight to the UK.

3 nights Melbourne

Prices start from £2799 per person.

Shangri-La Sydney

Voyages Sails in the Desert, Uluru

This elegant sanctuary has an unrivalled position on The Rocks between the pearlescent

With the mystery, colour and wisdom of the local Anangu people interwoven into every

white Opera House and the majestic Harbour Bridge. The surrounding narrow, winding

facet of the modern design, the soaring white sails crowning Voyages Sails in the Desert

streets lead to quaint shops and enticing restaurants while additional attractions are all

contrast beautifully with Uluru’s raw natural beauty.

within easy reach.

Within the superior rooms, natural tones are complemented by indigenous artwork,

The five hundred and sixty five rooms are spacious, exquisitely appointed with

artefacts and decorative pieces that surround you with the magic and mystery of local

contemporary furnishings to provide exceptional comfort and all have breathtaking views

stories. Room amenities include a balcony or terrace where you can listen to the desert

of the harbour. After a long day of sightseeing, seek respite with a treatment at CHI,

day transform to night before curling up in the pure luxury of the ‘Ahh’ Beds,

The Spa, unwind at the indoor heated swimming pool or keep up your fitness regime at
the well-equipped gym.

Within the property is the Mulgara Gallery which takes you on an exploration through
the unique styles and breathtaking stories of indigenous art. To further enhance your

Refreshing beers and a variety of international wines or cocktails can be savoured at the

stay, you’re invited to experience a wide range of complimentary indigenous activities,

New York-inspired haunt, Blu Bar on 36 or, alternatively head to the Lobby Lounge where

including guided walks with a local storyteller. Hotel amenities include an expansive

floor-to-ceiling windows present fine city views. Cafe Mix offers diverse menu selections

gumtree-lined swimming pool, the indulgent Red Ochre Spa and a diversity of modern

and regularly features a full buffet, while Altitude Restaurant presents outstanding harbour

dining, bar and lounge options. Relax and feast in the brasserie-style Ikari Restaurant or

views as an accompaniment to the finest contemporary Australian cuisine.

let time tick by as you enjoy cocktails, music and culinary temptations in the Walpa Lobby

Shangri-La Hotel, Cairns

Crown Towers, Melbourne

In the heart of Cairns, overlooking Marlin Marina, Trinity Bay and the green mountains that

An iconic Melbourne landmark, Crown Towers rises above the city’s vibrant Southbank

frame the city, this refined hotel is the perfect gateway for exploring the surrounding natural

precinct offering glamorous accommodation, excellent leisure facilities and an impeccable

spectacles.

standard of guest service.

Comfort and elegance define the superior rooms, which are decorated with modern

The deluxe rooms enjoy panoramic bay or city views, have a spacious bathroom with

touches and wood accents with soothing views of the hotel’s tropical gardens offered

deep soaking bath, walk-in dressing room, sumptuous bedding and the latest technology.

from your balcony. Upgraded options include superior sea view and deluxe marina view

Higher floor premier rooms offer sweeping views of the city, Yarra River or picturesque Port

rooms as well as the Horizon Club, which includes access to a private lounge and a host

Phillip Bay; studio rooms are generously-sized with a contemporary luxury style; while a

of additional benefits.

variety of suites include a separate lounge area and breathtaking views.

When it’s time to unwind, dip into the beautiful pool or simply laze on the sundeck whilst

Crown Towers is home to one of the largest and most luxurious indoor pools in Australia

enjoying the ocean breeze or, if you’re feeling more energetic, the gym is well-equipped

and also boasts a split-level gym, two rebound-ace tennis courts, an opulent spa, elegant

for all your fitness needs. The resort-style Poolside Bar offers a tempting array of appetisers

public spaces and luxury shopping. In the Crown Entertainment Complex, celebrated

and cocktails, while in the evening the North Bar and Kitchen entices with innovative

restaurants including Nobu and Dinner by Heston Blumenthal are only a short walk away,

Australian cuisine, boutique beers and fine wines alongside stunning views of Trinity Inlet

as are a variety of exclusive bars, nightclubs and Australia’s biggest casino, should you

and the famous Marlin Marina.

wish to take a chance at the roulette wheel.
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Auckland

Highlights of New Zealand
Made up of two rather remote islands (and many smaller ones), this far flung country is one
of the world’s greatest tourist destinations thanks to the incredible unspoilt scenery, naturally
warm and friendly people, pleasant climate and fascinating blend of cultures.
Jam-packed with scenic wonders and things to do, the hardest part of planning your
holiday will be deciding where to go. We would certainly recommend this multi-centre

Days 1-2: Fly to Auckland.
Day 3:

On arrival make your way to your hotel.

Days 4-5: At leisure to explore the City of Sails. Don’t miss the Sky Tower for soaring
views, take a cruise on the harbour and relax in the diverse eateries.

itinerary which includes the lovely city of Auckland, the picturesque Bay of Islands region,

Day 6:

the thrilling activities of Queenstown and beautiful Christchurch.

Days 7-8: This aquatic playground is lavishly furnished with 144 islands and a myriad
of secluded beaches. Attractions also include the Hole in the Rock, Waitangi

The itinerary showcases the hotels shown on the opposite page, but the possibilities are

Treaty Grounds and Russell, New Zealand’s first capital.

endless.
Bay of Islands

Auckland

NORTH
ISLAND

NEW ZEALAND

12 night suggested itinerary:

3 nights Auckland
3 nights Bay of Islands

Tasman Sea

3 nights Queenstown

Day 9:

Queenstown
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South Pacific Ocean

Return to Auckland and fly to Queenstown. Collect your car and make your
way to your hotel.

Days 10-11: New Zealand’s adrenalin city sits on the shores of Lake Wakatipu among
dramatic alpine ranges which make an extraordinary setting for all manner of
adventure activities including bungee jumping.
Day 12:

Drive to Christchurch.

Days 13-14: Ride on an authentic Cambridge punt along the Avon River or catch a ride
aboard the historic tram, and don’t miss the award-winning Botanic Gardens.

Christchurch
SOUTH
ISLAND

Collect your hire car and drive to the spectacular Bay of Islands.

3 nights Christchurch

Day 15:

Return flight to the UK.

Prices start from £2599 per person.

Hilton Auckland

The Sanctuary @ Bay of Islands

With a nautical inspired design, the Hilton enjoys a prime position on Auckland’s

On a private bush reserve that contains one of the few remaining untouched native

waterfront at the end of Princes Wharf and is surrounded by the Waitemata Harbour.

rainforests, is The Sanctuary. It’s an escape, a haven and restful respite, yet just a five

Within a short walk is Auckland’s Central Business District, Quay restaurants, the vibrant

minute drive from Paihia, the hub of tourist and local activity in the Bay of Islands.

Viaduct and Britomart entertainment precincts.

The understated yet undeniably elegant decor of the four spacious guest rooms blend

Sleek guest rooms provide a comfortable place to unwind with a seating area, extra large

seamlessly with the spectacular natural setting. Each features soft earthy tones, a king size

bathroom, floor-to-ceiling sliding windows and balcony. Upgrading to harbour view rooms

bed, walk in wardrobe, floor-to-ceiling windows and large balcony to capture and retain

is highly recommended or, for additional space why not consider a suite.

the vistas beyond.

When not exploring the sights or shops, the hotel provides an outdoor heated lap pool,

When not out and about exploring or sitting on the beach at Paihia, the infinity plunge

jogging track and fitness room for when you need to unwind. There are numerous dining

pool and surrounding deck invite relaxation, with massage treatments and yoga sessions

options just steps away, but the hotel itself offers the stylish Bellini Bar with over one

also available. The restaurant places great emphasis on locally sourced fresh produce,

hundred cocktails on the menu and unparalleled views. In addition, FISH Restaurant offers

which wherever possible is organic, and will introduce you to some new and exciting

alfresco dining on an outdoor deck and arguably the best harbour view in town, along

culinary experiences.

with the finest seafood.

Hidden Lodge, Queenstown

The George, Christchurch

Situated on the edge of Lake Wakatipu, just minutes away from the heart of Queenstown,

The George embodies everything you could dream of in a boutique luxury hotel, with a

Hidden Lodge is a luxury private retreat where you can experience total relaxation and

stunning location overlooking picturesque Hagley Park and the River Avon, fabulous dining

indulge in natural scenery, in seemingly total isolation.

options and, with a one-to-one staff to guest ratio, impeccable service.

All of the four suites have commanding lake and mountain views, feature tasteful

Modern, soothing and relaxing, the executive rooms provide all you need, including

contemporary decor with furniture crafted from native New Zealand timber and

sumptuously comfortable beds and furnishings, elegant bathrooms and generous amenities.

local artwork throughout. Complimentary non-alcoholic mini bars are provided while

Premium rooms feature stunning commissioned photographic artwork or feature walls

comfortable super king beds aid a good night’s sleep.

along with picture windows or a balcony, while junior suites offer additional living and

If adrenalin filled activities aren’t for you, Hidden Lodge invites you to relax in a

bathroom space.

wood-fired outdoor hot pool, stroll around the spacious lawns, recline in the luxurious

Amenities include beautiful gardens, a fitness centre and bicycles are available for

lounge or perhaps work up a sweat in the sauna or gym.

when you choose to explore further afield. The George is home to two award-winning

On arrival, enjoy complimentary drinks and canapes while each morning feast on a lovingly
prepared breakfast, which will include produce direct from the lodge gardens and surrounding
area. Whilst there is no restaurant on site, if you can’t bear to head out to dine, it’s possible to

restaurants: 50 Bistro, offering contemporary New Zealand cuisine and alfresco dining,
and Pescatore which offers a collaboration between fine dining, art and science with an
emphasis on seafood.

arrange for a local chef to come in and cater for you at an additional charge.
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Jasper National Park

USA & Canada
USA

Canada

The great American experience is about so many things: bright lights and big cities, road trips and

Western Canada is a place that puts the great in the Great Outdoors, it’s a place where

great open skies, iconic National Parks and awesome natural wonders.

astounding views greet you every day; it’s a place where wildlife abounds, where the opportunity
for adventure is unremitting and, it’s a place where even the cities are pretty special too.

The North East is home to some of America’s greatest cities, including New York and Washington,
DC. Regarded as the most exciting metropolis in the world, a trip to New York is one of life’s great

Surrounded by mountains and the Pacific Ocean, the beautiful city of Vancouver in the province

experiences. A global centre of entertainment, fashion, media and finance, where world-class

of British Columbia has wonderful attractions, restaurants, nightlife and shopping. A ferry ride

museums and unforgettable icons like the Statue of Liberty beckon. Washington, DC definitely

away is Vancouver Island and its capital Victoria, which has a quaint English feel and delightful

looks the part as America’s capital city with magnificent monuments and memorials, gracious

old-world charm.

government buildings, vast museums, broad avenues and eclectic neighbourhoods.
The province of Alberta is undoubtedly one of the most striking places on earth. Stretching along
Think of Western USA and you’ll no doubt call to mind LA, San Francisco, and Las Vegas and no

Alberta’s western border, the Canadian Rockies contain a network of protected national parks

visit to this region would be complete without including all of them. In sprawling Los Angeles there’s

that have collectively been declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Highlights include Banff

glitzy Beverly Hills, Hollywood icons and a selection of palm-fringed beaches. Beguiling San

and Jasper National Parks, with their dramatic high mountains, glaciers and untamed scenery.

Francisco is full of history, vibrant neighbourhoods and brimming with fascinating attractions, while

No trip to the region would be complete without a visit to Lake Louise, whose landscape of

Las Vegas is America’s gambling capital filled with vast casinos along with incredible shopping

deep green lake and snow-capped peaks is all you can imagine.

and a superb nightlife.

Tailor-made holidays
Premier Holidays specialise in creating luxury holidays for the discerning traveller. We have handpicked a few of our favourite itineraries
to tempt you and our specialists are on hand to help create your unique holiday to make your dream a reality.

New York & Washington, DC

San Francisco & Vancouver

LA to San Francisco

6 nights from £1799 per person

6 nights from £2249 per person

11 nights from £3999 per person

3 nights Taj Pierre, New York

3 nights The St Regis, San Francisco

4 nights Beverly Wilshire, Los Angeles

3 nights Fairmont, Washington, DC

3 nights Fairmont Pacific Rim, Vancouver

1 night Belmond El Encanto, Santa Barbara

Price includes return international flights, 6 nights

Price includes return international flights and 6 nights

accommodation and Amtrak train (business class)

accommodation.

between the cities.

2 nights Post Ranch Inn, Big Sur
4 nights The St Regis, San Francisco
Price includes return international flights, 11 nights
accommodation and 8 days compact car hire (fully inclusive)
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Central Park view room

The Pierre, A Taj Hotel, New York City, USA
Characterised by its simplicity and refinement, this historic landmark hotel is a white-gloved oasis for the discerning traveller. Playing
host to royalty, heads of state, titans of industry and celebrity glitterati, The Pierre is unquestionably a jewel in Manhattan’s crown.

Why not combine a stay in New York with a
few days in Washington, DC.

This famous hotel occupies almost an entire city block on

Continuing to set the standard for outstanding hospitality,

the corner of Central Park and the Upper East Side, steps

The Pierre’s signature amenities include an on-site therapist

from the luxury boutiques of Fifth and Madison Avenue

for treatments either in-room or in the Serenity Suite.

while also within close proximity of Manhattan’s famed

Guests also receive complimentary access to a twenty-four

Museum Mile.

hour fitness centre.

Elegant rooms and suites provide an intimate respite from

Embracing a rich history of celebrated cuisine, The Pierre

the bustling city and feature an impressive array of in-room

inspires with elegant fare, from traditional afternoon tea at

comforts along with lofty ceilings and a variety of outlooks.

Two E to decadent all day dining in the iconic Rotunda or

Classic rooms have peaceful interior views; city view rooms French-American delights at Perine with an outdoor terrace
give captivating glimpses of the Manhattan skyline; Central overlooking Central Park. After dark Two E transforms into
Park views offer a serene touch of nature amidst the

a chic Art Deco lounge, with craft cocktails and regular

soaring skyscrapers; while grand suites deliver the ultimate

jazz performances.

in exclusivity and tranquillity.

Prices start from £1199 per person for
three nights in a superior room including
international flights.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £639
~ business class from £3099 ~ first class from £3984.
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lobby

view from Central Park

Fairmont Gold Lounge

Fairmont Washington, DC, USA
Located in Washington’s fashionable West End and adjacent to historic Georgetown, the newly renovated Fairmont Washington, DC
welcomes guests in capital style, making it the perfect urban oasis whatever the occasion.

Like the city itself, the Fairmont Washington, DC is timeless in Access to the Balance Gym is included for all hotel guests
its grandeur and elegance, providing outstanding hospitality, and offers an indoor salt water pool, a steam room, sauna
a soothing atmosphere and luxurious surroundings.

and whirlpool. For those who prefer to keep fit outside, why

Offering a seamless blend of contemporary amenities

not follow one of the suggested jogging trails which can be

and sophisticated style, all the spacious guestrooms

found in each guest room.

are handsomely appointed with tasteful furnishings and

Georgetown has many fine dining options including

a calming decor to guarantee a comfortable retreat.

the hotel’s own Juniper Restaurant where chef’s combine

Fairmont rooms give a view of the city while deluxe rooms

classic recipes with modern and artistic presentations.

celebrate the beauty of outdoors with a courtyard garden

Alternatively, the Lobby Bar and Courtyard offers an

outlook. Fairmont Gold guests are treated to private check-

extensive drinks menu and on Friday, Saturday and Sunday

in, concierge services and access to the exclusive club

it is also the venue for a contemporary and casual twist on

lounge with daily breakfast and evening hors d’oeuvres.

afternoon tea.

Premier plus:
•

Early booking room discounts on selected dates.

Prices start from £1149 per person for
three nights in a Fairmont king room including
international flights.
Flight upgrade, return: premium economy from £369
~ business class from £2589 ~ first class from £3879.

Fairmont king room
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Las Vegas

Highlights of the West
People have flocked to California ever since the gold rush began in 1849 and today
the Golden State’s allure continues thanks to its diverse natural beauty, dazzling cities,
celebrated coastlines and favourable climate. Across the border in neighbouring Nevada,

Day 1:

Days 2-3: Explore this beguiling city renowned for its vibrant neighbourhoods, crimson
bridge and spectacular bay. Top attractions include Alcatraz Island, Nob Hill,

the dazzling city of Las Vegas is a must-see for any visitor to the western United States.
Aside from the amazing casinos and flashy mega-resorts, the city boasts incredible
shopping, thrill rides and roller coasters and superb nightlife.
We have incorporated a few of our favourites into a multi-centre holiday, showcasing the
hotels shown on the opposite page, but the possibilities are endless.

Fly to San Francisco and on arrival make your way to The St Regis.

Fisherman’s Wharf, Union Square, The Presidio and Golden Gate Park
Day 4:

Fly to Las Vegas, whose glamorous casinos and fabulous nightlife draw
crowds from around the world. On arrival, transfer to your hotel.

Days 5-6: Although the numerous vast casinos may tempt you to part with your dollars,
other sights and attractions include the High Roller or Stratosphere Tower for
far-reaching views; offbeat museums; fabulous shopping and much more.

12 night suggested itinerary:

Day 7:

Fly to Los Angeles. On arrival transfer to your Beverly Hills hotel.

Days 8-9: If the shops of Rodeo Drive don’t appeal, head to Hollywood for Tinseltown
3 nights San Francisco
San
Francisco

Las Vegas

CALIFORNIA

3 nights Las Vegas
3 nights Beverly Hills

Santa Monica
North Pacific Ocean
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Beverly Hills

3 nights Santa Monica

glamour, spend the day at a working movie studio or visit Disneyland Park.
Days 10-12: Make your way to nearby Santa Monica, for three days to discover laid-back
beach culture. A stroll on the iconic pier is a must!
Day 13:

Return flight to the UK.

Prices start from £3599 per person.

The St Regis San Francisco

Four Seasons Las Vegas

In a city of inimitable grace, style and culture, this legendary hotel embodies extraordinary

This luxury hotel is brilliantly positioned on the legendary Las Vegas Boulevard and

hospitality with modern day sophistication. Enjoying an artful address in the heart of the

provides direct access to the adjacent Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino.

vibrant SoMA neighbourhood, next door to the renowned San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art and within easy reach of numerous city attractions, restaurants and shopping.

Inspired by the glamorous Art Deco era, stylish guest rooms and suites are located on
floors thirty five to thirty nine of the Mandalay Bay Tower, offering unsurpassed views of

Designed in a contemporary palette of soothing cream and white, superior guest rooms

the iconic Las Vegas Boulevard and surrounding desert landscape through floor-to-ceiling

provide a tranquil haven of comfort and elegance, while deluxe rooms are ideally perched

windows. Unexpected colour pairings and bold, oversized artwork add interest, while

on higher floors to offer thrilling city views. In addition, a selection of suites offer separate

high-quality furnishings and user-friendly technology ensure comfort.

living space and showcase fine furnishings, sleek decor and stunning vistas of the city.

Laze on chaise longues beside the lushly landscaped private pool while attendants offer

Distinctive services and amenities include St Regis’ renowned butler service, the

complimentary Evian spritz, fresh fruit and chilled water. Respite from the city’s hustle and

indulgent Remède Spa, an indoor infinity-edge swimming pool and state-of-the-art gym.

bustle can also be found within the Forbes Five Star Spa, which features twelve treatment

The St Regis values the tradition of afternoon tea and guests can experience their distinctive

rooms and an expanded Zen Lounge. Four Seasons Hotel Las Vegas also offers some

interpretation of this legacy with The Art of Tea. The Lobby Lounge welcomes guests for

of the most sought after dining in the city including authentic Italian cuisine at Veranda,

light lunches, signature cocktails or late night bites while the contemporary Grill Restaurant

award-winning fine dining at Charlie Palmer Steak or small plates and handcrafted

provides the ideal setting for a special occasion or casual meal with a refined touch.

cocktails at PRESS.

Beverly Wilshire, Los Angeles

Casa del Mar, Santa Monica

A landmark since opening in 1928, Beverly Wilshire, a Four Seasons Hotel, combines

Inspired by the grand villas of the Mediterranean and the effortless glamour of Santa

history and glamour in the heart of Beverly Hills, just steps from Rodeo Drive shopping

Monica Beach, Hotel Casa del Mar is the ideal place to unwind in style amidst the

and dining.

captivating scenery of Southern California.

The three hundred and ninety five luxury guest rooms and suites are located in two

This exquisitely restored oceanfront property, which was originally built in 1926, offers

buildings: the ten-storey Wilshire Wing overlooking the fashionable corner of Wilshire

some of the most coveted accommodation on the west coast. One hundred and thirteen

Boulevard and Rodeo Drive, and the fourteen-storey Beverly Wing which has views over

residential-style guestrooms showcase modern coastal designs, marble bathrooms and

Beverly Hills’ lush residential area. The two buildings are connected by a beautiful

Italian-designed linen adorning the four-poster beds. For additional luxury and comfort,

porte-cochère and both wings feature an interior design of elegant contemporary decor.

suites provide an exquisitely furnished living room and elaborate coastal design.

The hotel’s Mediterranean-style pool features private cabanas while nearby attendants are

When you have time to unwind, indulge in eco-minded wellness at Sea Spa before taking

on hand to offer a cooling Evian spritz or a shot-glass smoothie. The award-winning spa

a dip in the iconic Palm Terrace pool with views across the ocean. Keep in trim at the

is an oasis of beauty and serenity with a choice of customisable experiences, while the

beautiful gym, join a fitness class, book a yoga session on the beach, hire a beach cruiser

bi-level fitness centre has a wide range of equipment. When you need to refuel after a day

bike or learn to ‘hang 10’ during a surf lesson.

of sightseeing, shopping or relaxing, some of LA’s most sought-after fine dining is found

Cabanas is the ideal spot for happy hour, The Terrazza Lounge is where Italy meets the

right inside the hotel. There’s the flagship location of Michelin-starred CUT by Wolfgang
Puck for a twist on the American steakhouse, CUT Lounge for innovative cocktails and
THE Blvd restaurant for all day dining overlooking Rodeo Drive.

California Coast whatever the time of day, while Catch is Santa Monica’s preeminent sushi
and seafood restaurant.
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Moraine Lake

Western Canada Luxury Experience
In a region so rich in majestic scenery, national parks and delightful cities, the touring
options in Western Canada are extensive. However, for first time visitors particularly, there
are several must see destinations which we thoroughly recommend - namely Vancouver,

Day 1:

Days 2-3: Sights not to be missed in this beautiful city include historic Gastown,
magnificent Stanley Park, atmospheric Chinatown and, for bird’s eye views,

Lake Louise and Banff, all of which brim with marvellous attractions and endless outdoor
adventures.
The majestic Canadian Rockies are perhaps the jewel in the crown and the

try Vancouver Lookout or nearby Capilano Suspension Bridge Park.
Day 4:

Board the Rocky Mountaineer train and enjoy GoldLeaf Service as you travel
through the lush Fraser Valley, the forests and winding river canyons by the peaks

Rocky Mountaineer offers an awe-inspiring rail experience as you traverse the

of the coast and Cascade Mountains, to the desert-like environment of the British

Continental Divide and marvel at spectacular mountains and dramatic canyons.

Columbia interior. Your day ends in Kamloops where you overnight in a hotel.
Day 5:

Return to the train and continue east to Alberta. Highlights include the climb
over Rogers Pass, the Kicking Horse Canyon, the Spiral Tunnels and the

8 night suggested itinerary:

snow-capped Canadian Rockies. Your rail journey ends in Lake Louise.

WESTERN CANADA

3 nights Vancouver
Lake Louise
Banff
Calgary
Kamloops

Fly to Vancouver and on arrival receive a private transfer to the hotel.

Day 6:

Dramatically beautiful, Lake Louise will take your breath away as you soak up
the vistas of emerald green waters, surrounding peaks and glistening glaciers.

1 night

Rocky Mountaineer (Kamloops)

1 night

Lake Louise

Day 7:

Transfer by road to picturesque Banff.

Days 8-9:

Explore the charming town, take the gondola to the top of Sulphur Mountain,
hire a bicycle or follow one of the many scenic hiking trails.

Vancouver

3 nights Banff

Day 10:

Private transfer from Banff to Calgary for the return flight back to the UK.

Prices start from £4249 per person.
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Fairmont Pacific Rim

Rocky Mountaineer Train

Located in the heart of the historic port and financial district, Fairmont Pacific Rim fronts one

Within the unique world of rail travel, the privately owned Rocky Mountaineer is so much

of Vancouver’s most celebrated streetscapes with unobstructed views of the North Shore

more than just a train. It’s the key to unlocking a hidden world of unparalleled beauty as

Mountains, Stanley Park and Coal Harbour.

it carves through the otherwise inaccessible terrain of Canada’s mountainous western

This modern oasis features three hundred and sixty seven lavish guest rooms, with naturally

provinces.

inspired materials, silvery champagne tones, comfortable furnishings, luxury linens and

From cosmopolitan city centres to the heart of the Canadian Rockies, the rail routes offered

state-of-the-art technology. Guests are provided with iPad2 devices in order to make spa

by Rocky Mountaineer ensure you see the most jaw-dropping sights of Western Canada.

reservations, order in-room dining, access guest room controls and much more. For the

Our Western Canada Luxury Experience includes the legendary First Passage to the West

ultimate upgrade opt for Fairmont Gold with exclusive amenities and highly personalised

route, celebrated for uniting Canada’s east and west.

service complete with access to a private lounge.

With panoramic views from your seat in the upper level of the custom-designed, bi-level

Leisure amenities include Willow Stream Spa with its private outdoor terrace, jacuzzis,

glass dome coach, GoldLeaf Service means you will enjoy the best of the best during

sauna, meditation pod and nine treatment rooms, a twenty-four hour fitness centre and

your journey. Feast on hot gourmet breakfasts and lunches, morning scones and afternoon

rooftop pool with hot tub, private cabanas and outdoor fire pits. Dining options at the hotel

wine and cheese, enjoy complimentary beverages (alcoholic and non-alcoholic) as well as

include Botanist, which celebrates harmony with nature; Giovane Cafe for casual Italian

gourmet snacks, soak up the mountain air from the exclusive outdoor viewing platform and

fare and the Lobby Lounge for hand-crafted cocktails, live music and sushi.

on arrival in Kamloops, your baggage will be delivered to your hotel.

Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

Fairmont Banff Springs

Surrounded by soaring mountain peaks, the majestic Victoria Glacier and a glistening

This magnificent Scottish baronial castle-style hotel stands in the heart of Banff National

emerald lake, the iconic Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise is a year-round resort nestled deep

Park and is surrounded by incredible mountain scenery, yet under a mile from the charming

within Banff National Park.

town with its selection of shops, restaurants and bars.

Unwind and enjoy the view from one of the well-appointed guest rooms, indulge in

The superbly appointed accommodations all benefit from attentive personal service and

luxurious suites and speciality rooms or experience the exclusivity of Fairmont Gold.

include cosy rooms tucked away in quiet corners of the castle to spacious suites with

Whichever inviting room or suite you choose, you will discover the luxury of a bygone era

sweeping Alberta mountain views. Upgrade to Fairmont Gold and the experience begins

has been perfectly preserved with a heightened level of modern amenities.

the moment you arrive at the front door, with a dedicated reception area for private check-

Step outdoors and discover endless recreational activities including hiking, canoeing,

in and access to the exclusive Fairmont Gold Lounge.

horseback riding, fishing, mountain biking and river rafting in summer and downhill skiing,

At this year-round resort guests will discover a wealth of exciting activities for all seasons,

ice skating and horse-drawn sleigh rides in winter. Alternatively, retreat to the health club

including hiking, a twenty-seven hole championship golf course, fishing, river rafting,

for a dip in the indoor pool or whirlpool, workout at the fitness centre or visit the spa and

skiing, dog sledding, skating and so much more. Additionally, Willow Stream Spa

allow the team of therapists to take you on a journey of blissful indulgence.

provides a quiet sanctuary for those seeking rejuvenation or just a leisurely swim.

Celebrate your day of mountain adventures with a fine meal at The Fairview or Lago

Savour afternoon tea at Rundle Lounge, relax with a cocktail whilst drinking in the mountain

Italian Kitchen; indulge in an authentic fondue experience at The Walliser Stube; or enjoy

views and for dinner, your options include 1888 Chop House, Castello Ristoriante, the

the wonderful tradition of afternoon tea while overlooking beautiful Lake Louise.

Bavarian delights of Waldhaus Restaurant and melt-in-the-mouth sushi at Samurai Sushi Bar.
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LUXURY COLLECTION

To book or for more information
visit your local travel agent,
call 08444 937 555
or email luxurycollection@premierholidays.co.uk
www.premierholidays.co.uk/luxurycollection
customer services: 08444 937 999
Request a Premier brochure
Call 08444 937 088
Visit www.premierholidays.co.uk
Email info@premierholidays.co.uk
Travel Agents order brochures at www.trade-gate.co.uk

Premier Holidays - established since 1936

Calls may be recorded for quality and training purposes.
Calls cost 7p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge

